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Turners Attend
Kiwanis Convention

-

Arrest Made
In Ann Arbor
Slaying Case

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Turner of 106 North 12th Street,
Murray, attended the fiftyfourth Annual Convention of
Kiwanis International in MiamiMiami- Beach, Florida from June
29 to July 2. Approximately 20,We are finally straightened out
000 people — Kiwanians and
By EDWARD S. LECHTZIN
after the holiday Friday, then their families — are on hand
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI) —
being off a half day Saturday, for the affair, the fifth in MiaA slender, 28-year-old handythen Sunday. Monday is enough
mi-Miami Beach. They repre- man was charged late Sunday
to straighten out anybody.
sented some 275,000 Kiwaniars with the murder of one of seven
in 5,600 clubs in the United
killed in the area
A baseball pitcher once won 20 States, Canada, Mexico, the Ca- young women
years.
two
the
last
in
games in a season for a minor ribbean, Western Europe, The
Police Chief Walter Krasny
league team that wound up in Far East, Central and South
a "very good posthe cellar. When it came to con- America, Australia and New said there is
arrest of Ernest
the
sibility"
tract time the following spring, Zealand.
could be a turnBishop
Jr.
L.
the pitcher complained to the
Kiwanians and their families ing point in the case that has
club president because he was
in attendance heard from top
police and terrified
offered the same salary. "You personalities during the three plagued
universities.
coeds
of
two
forget that I won 20 games," he and one-half days of the con"We hope that when we get
pointed out," .. . and for a last vention: Harold M. Heimbaugh,
this wrapped up we might be
place club, too."
West Hollywood, California, able to connect something to
"What difference does that president of Kiwanis Internatothers," Krasny said.
Two Inlured — Two persons were inlured in this 191 Cadillac driven by Amos McCarty.
make?" asked the boss. "We ional, who presided; The Re- the
"There is a possibility there
McCarty's car and a car driven by Miss Sharon Gray Bucy collided headon when a third autocould have finished last with- verend John Edmund Haggai,
could be a connection."
mobile driven by Georg* Ray Houstem pulled from a store into the path of Miss Buell.
out you!"
Founder of Evangelism InterPolice said Bishop, who "does
(Staff Photo by Pd Collie)
national; Maurice B. Mitchell, some kind of repair work" and
A big Rabbit playing around at Chancellor of the University of
Ann Arbor "for the
had
been
in
the edge of the woods. A Rah- Denver; Douglas Edwards, CPS
oe.411.,
past couple of years," would be
bit can be relaxed and tense I News Correspondent; Senator
District Court toarraigned
in
at the same time. Other than Roman L. Hruska,(B-Nebraska);
Of.
day for the murder of Margaret
protective coloration, his other l
the leaders of Kiwanis' two Phillips, 25.
safeguard for survival is speed.
youth groups — Phillip R. KapWas Researching Murders
When a dog appears, he can
lan, President of Key Club InMiss Phillips, a University of
pick them up and lay them
ternational, and Peter L. Andon Page Eight)
down (his feet, not the dog).
rus, President of Circle K In- (('ontinued
ternational.
We helped the rain along yesOther convention features interday by watering several
cluded a dramatic opening in
planta, inis usually helps. Some- pageant form; a colorful "Pretimes washing the car stimulat- sentation of the Flags of Kiwanis Nations"; a President‘s Re(Continued on Page Eight)
The Oaks Golf and Country
ception and Ball; a twol..hour
professional show featuring The Club will have a work day on
12. President
'Osmond Brothers, Roger Ray, Saturday, July
and other personalities; special Howard Crittenden said a numprograms for the ladies; pro- ber of teaks tleedell to Le
grams for the youngsters pre- formed and urged members of
sent, and a score of district bln- the club to came and partici.
should
quets held throughout the Mia- pate. He said workers
saws, paint
hammers,
bring
Beach
area.
mi-Miami
brushes, weed cutters, etc., to
help in tthe cleanup and fixtip
Mrs. John (Celia) Buchanan of
campaign
Dexter died this morning at
A free breakfast to the work9:45 at the Murray-Calloway
ers will be served at 6:30 and
County Hospital.
those desiring to participate
The deceased was 74 years of
414-44.
may sign up at the pro shop of
age and her death was due to
Funeral services for Paul L. the
Mr*.
exan
complications following
Jordan, age 62, father of Mrs. Howard Crittenden at at 751
Total Loss — This 1969 Dodge was almost compleiely destroyed and the driver
tended illness.
Harry Conley of Murray, were
Survivors are her husband, held today at two p. m. at the 1709 or Mrs. Ken Adams at Miss Sharon Gray Bucy severely inlured, when her automobile collided headon with a 1961
Reservations should
Cadillac Saturday on the New Concord Highway.
John Buchanan of Dexter; two Roth Funeral Chapel, Paducah, 753-2378.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
daughters, Mrs. Joe Ed (Juanita) with Rev. Hoyt W. Owen offie- be made by Thursday, July t().
Pritchett of Dexter and Mrs jetting. Burial was in the Oak
Edwin (Eva) Freeland of Auro- Grove Cemetery.
ra; one sister; seven grandchil, Jordan of Louisville died
ciren.
Thursday at 5:15 p. m. at the
Funeral services will be held Methodist Evangelical Hospital,
Tuesday at the Dexter Church Louisville.
Thomas Gargus of 1104 MulMOREHEAD, Ky. — A reof Christ. Burial will be in the Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
FT. RILEY, KAN.(AIITNC)—
berry Street, age 23, was in- cord 2.583 persons are enrolled
Walker Cemetery with the ar Myrtle Coffer Jordan of LouisArmy Reserve Officers' Trainjured
in
a
motorcycle
accident
H
Max
for
the
summer
term
at
Morerangements by the
A two car collision occurred ing Corps (ROTC) Cadet Steve
ville; daughter, Mrs. Conley of on Thursday, July.
head State University, inelud: Sunday at 6:20 p. m. at the in- A. McCoy, 22, son of Mr. and
Ceurchill Funeral Home where Murray; mother, Mrs. Rosa B.
Gargus was treated for abra- ing
one student from Calloway tersection of South 12th and Mrs. Allen D. McCoy, 1511 Syfriends may call.
Jordan of Louisville; three sions to the right knee, hand,
Poplar Streets, according to the camore, Murray, Ky., is attendgnancichildren, Misses Audrey, and elbow at the emergency County. •
Enrolled. at Morehead from investigating report filed by the ing ROTC Advance Summer
CIRCLE MEETINGS
Brenda, and Caroline Conley 01 room of the Murray-Calloway
Calloway County__ .11. Marcia Murray Police Department. No Camp from June-14_ Waugh
Murray.
County Hospital, according to
Elaine Crowe.
injuries were reported.
Two circles of the Women's
July 25 at Ft. Riley, Kan.
hospital officials.
The student body represents
Cars involved were a 1966
Society of Christian Service of
Cadet McCoy received his
77 Kentucky counties, 23 states Dodge four door driven by B.S. degree this year from the
the First United Methodist
UNDERGOES SURGERY
RIDING CLUB
and three foreign countries. It Clark Johnson. Jr., of Evans- University of Missouri, Rolla
Church will meet on Tuesday,
iS the largest summer enroll- ville, hid., and a 1963 Chevro- Rolla, Mo. His wife, Peggy, lives
July 8, at 9:30 a.m. The Mary.
The Calloway County Riding
ment in the university's history. let four door driven by Ray- at 1 Stephen Street, Whitson's
Icons Frost Circle will meet
William James of Murray Club will have a business meetKentucky students represent mond Alfred Palmer of Murray Trailer
with Mrs. James Diuguid, 803 Route One has returned to his ing at the riding ring at the
Mo. "
Route Two.
Sharpe Street, and the Bessie home after having undergone Fairgrounds on Thursday, July 2,040 of the total.
.._Ditriltit_the six week encampPolice said Palmer, going west ment the cadet will apply the
Tucker with Mrs. A. M. Tho- surgery at the Vanderbilt Hos- 10. at seven p. m. All members
on Poplar Street, was making classroom principles of military
YOU KNOW
NOW
mas, 803 Sha-Wa Court.
are
urged
to
attend.
pital, Nashville, Tenn.
a left turn on South 12th Stre
evi denc e and collided with the Johnson leadership he was taught in the
Archaeological
academic phase of the ROTC
towns
two
shows that at least
car going north on 12th Street. program. Summer training also
existed on the site of Jericho in
Damage to the Johnson car
Jordan long before the biblical was on the left front and fen- provides the basis for his future career as an officer efter
at
to
back
period. They date
der and to the. Palmer car on he completes the ROTC requireleast 7000 B.C. and are by far the left side.
ments and receives his commisthe oldest towns ever discoversion.
ed.
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Thomas Gargus-l&
Treated, Hospital

*44
Marcia E. Crowe
Enrolled, Morehead Two Car Collision
Occurs Last Night
On Poplar Street

Local Boy Attends
Summer Camp

Nrirr,..Rolla,

Sharon Bucy And Mr., Mrs.
Amos McCarty Hospitalized
Three persons were injured in
a three car accident that occurred on Highway 121 South, New
Concord Roadaiin front of the
Aubrey Farris' Grocery at Cherry Corner, on Saturday after!loon abota five o'clock; ----Those Injured were Miss Sharon Grey Bucy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Bucy of New Concord, Amos McCarty, age 88,
and his wife, Eula McCarty, of
220 Norah, 13th Street.
.
Miss Bucy, age 20, had multiple facial lacerations and a
A United Press International count at 7 a.m. EDT
showed at least 595 persons
killed in traffic between 6
p.m. local time Thursday and
midnight Sunday.
The breakdown:
595
Traffic
162
Drownings
36
Planes
95
Miscellaneous
888
Total
California led the nation
with 56 traffic deaths. Texas
had 48, Ohio 35, Michigan
30, New York and Georgia
25 each and Pennsylvania 24.

1961 Cadillac driven by McCarty that was going north on the
New Concord Road, according to
Trooper Adams. Mrs. McCarty
was a passenger in the car driven by her husband.
Trooper Adams said that none
Of the occupants of the car were
pinned in and were not thrown
car. The three injurout of
ed persons were brought to the
local hospital by two ambulances of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Houston was reported not injured in the accident. His car
was damaged on the left front
and was towed in by McClard'a
Shell Service along with the
Bucy and McCarty cars which
were reported to have been almost a total loss.

Mr. Washburn
Dies Sunday

Emmit Washburn of Murray
was clairried by death Sunday
at 6:40 p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home.
The deceased was 91 years of
was
tractured right femur. She
and a former resident of
age
treated at the Murray-Calloway Hardin. He operated a flour mill
County Howilal and was trans- at Hardin for many years.
Western Baptist
ferred to
Survivors are two daughters,
Hospital, Paducah, where she is
Mrs. Raymond (Mary) Morris of
listed in satisfactory condition Hardin and Mrs. Robert Weeks
this morning, according to a of Melvindale, Mich.; two sons,
telephone conversation by the
William Washburn of Benton
Ledger & Times to the hospital Route Four and John Washat Paducah. Miss Bucy is em- burn of Princeton; one sister,
ployed at the Say-Rite Store in
Mrs. Ludie Gregory of Benton;
the Be! Air Shopping Center five grandchildren including
and as a beautician at The Donnie Morris of Hardin; five
Hairdresser, South 6th Street.
great grandchildren.
McCarty had lacerations to
Funeral arrangements are inthe forehead, right knee, and complete, but friends may call
transalso
was
He
left elbow.
at the Filbeck-Cann Funeral
ferred to the Western 'Baptist Home, Benton.
-Hospital, Paducah, where he is
listed in satisfactory condition
this morning.
Mrs. Amos (Eula) McCarty
had facial lacerations and a possible broken leg, according to
Funeral services were held
the officials at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was yesterday for Billy Frank Lasadmitted to the local hospital siter who drowned Friday morning while seining a farm pond
and is listed in serious conditnear Cottage Grove, Tenn.
ion this morning.
Lassiter, 26, was the son of
Kentucky State Trooper Tom
Adams said that George Ray Dallas and Maxine Lassiter of
Houston of Murray Route Six, Cottage Grove and was married
driving a 1959 Chevrolet, pulled to the former Wanda Lackey.
The drowning occurred at aout of the driveway of the Aubrey Farris' Grocery into the bout 10 a.m. Friday when Laspath of the 1969 Dodge Coronet siter, his father and a brother,
440 driven by Miss Bucy, who Wallace, were dragging a net
was going south on the New through the farm pond
Besides his parents and his
Concord Road.
wife,
he is survived by a sister,
The Bucy car hit the left front
of the Houston car, glanced off, Kathy and the brother Wallace
and collided headon with the of Puryear Route One.

me

Services Held for
Drowning Victim

Three Persons Are Charged
With Breaking And Entering
Three persons are now in the
Calloway County jail awaiting
posting of bond of $5000.00
each, according -to the -office of
Calloway County Sheriff Fannie
Stubblefield.

sity, according to the sheriff.
Sheriff Stubblefield said the
three were arrested by the
Caldwell County, Princeton,
sheriff on Saturday after being
(Continued on Page Eight)
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WEATHER REPORT

Oh,

Funeral Is Today
For Revis Smith

The three are James Henry
Hampton, born March 5, 1933,
Mary ri'hnces Hampton, born
April 18, 1939, and Jack Henry.
Revis Smith of Warren, Mich,
They are charged with breakpassed
away Friday at five a.
vending ma
tte Murray Police Department
United Sr.... 1 n rn al I.nal
A swim party will be held at ing and entering of
over the weekend. They were
8ormi- m. at a hospital there. He was
White
Hall
chines
in
the
the Oaks Country Club for pre40 years of age mad a former
Variably cloudy with chance two for not having a city auto school children through the tory at Murray State Univer- resident of Hardin.
sticker,
two
for
curfew
violaof mostly afternoon and eventhird grade on Thursday, July
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
ing thundershowers today thr- tions, one for no operator's li- 10, from ten a.m. to one pan
Josephine Smith, and three
cense,
one
for
going
wrong
way
ough Tuesday. High both days
Each member may invite one
sons, Gary, Donnie, and Dale
89 to 96. Low tonight 70 to 76. on one way street, two for pos- inn-member guest, and each
Sinith, all of Warren, Mich.;
session of alcohol and drinking
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi
beer in public, and one for im- person is to bring a sack lunch.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
The committee in charge of
Smith of Hardin; two sisters,
proper
registration.
LOULSVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
composed of
Mrs. Josephine Burkeen of DeeChief of Police James M. arrangements is
By DONALD PHILLIPS
The five-day Kentucky weather
Shroat, TomEdward
Mesdames
ter and Mrs. Charles Darnall
Brown
said
he
wished
to
MONROE,
Ga.
(UPI)
—
A
thank
Satoutlook, Tuesday through
the Paducah Police Department my Rushing, Bob Johnson, Rob small airliner with 14 persons of Benton 'Lute One; one brourday.
for
their help in getting blood Ray, Joe B. McDougal, and Joe aboard crashed and exploded ther, Nickless Smith of Hardin.
Temperatures will average 2
Funeral services were held tohere for an emergencY at the West.
near here Sunday night, scatto 4 degrees above the normal Murray-Calloway
day at two p. m. at the Collier
County
over
hundreds
Hostering
wreckage
86-91 highs and 63-72 lOws.
pital Saturday morning': A memof square yards. There were no Funeral Chapel, Benton, with
Rainfall will total up to an ber of
Willis Green officiating. Burthe
Paducah Police me
survivors.
Inch as afternoon .and evening Sgt. Mozell
Phillips af the Murthing we have ial was in the Marshall County
"The
biggesa
thundershowers.
ray Police Department at
been able to find so far is a Memory Gardens.
Benton with the pint of blood
said
The regular ladies day golf human log and a hand,"
— OLGA HAMPTON WMS
needed by the patient at the
Sheriff
Frank
County
Walton
FREE PUPPIS
CounOaks
will be held at the
hospital.
early today.
try Club on Wednesday, July 9, Thornton
"It's just unbelievable," he
The Olga Hampton WMS of
with tee off time at nine a. m
FREE PUPPIES
A small, black puppy is free
said.
the Sinking Springs Baptist
the
at
made
be
will
Pairings
Six
Church will meet at the church free puppies are available as tee, according to the golf hosThe plane was a Beechcraft to someone who will make It
pets. For information call
a good home. Call 753-2263 for
tonight (Monday) at 7 30 p m
tess, Peggy Brown.
(Continued on Page Sight)
489-3493.
further information.
•

Persons Are Cited;
Thanks Expressed Swim Party -Planned
At The Oaks Club
Nine persons were cited by

Fourteen Die In
Airliner Crash

••

•

A

Smoke Is shown coming out of the two story block building at South 4th and Sycamore
Street ofter the Interior ef the building was destroyed by flre last night at eight o'cleek.
The Murray Fire DePartwwwW was collod to the ,
8 0011 and was an duty there until 10:10
p.m. Banter Bilbrev, owner of the building, said it was used as a warehouse for the motor
appliances of illtirey's Car & Horne Supply. Blibrey said an estimate of the darns,' had twit
been made this morning.
(Photo by Tubbs)

Ladies—Day Golf
Planned At Oaks

.4
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On Rural Housing

By JAMES L. SRODES
WASHINGTON (UPI)—For
the first time in recent history at
BUDEICIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per
of people have
- Month $1.52 In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50; least, a group
banded
together
to work on the
4Zones 1 & 2, 113.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions WOO.
housing problems of rural
"The Outelamillag Chic Asset of a Cesimunity is the
America.
lategefty at Its Newspaper"
Whether this particular group
at this particular time succeeds is
MONDAY—JULY 7. 1960
problematical. What is important
Is that the group, the Rural
Housing Alliance, is focusing
much needed attention on a
pressing housing problem.

441‘
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EXPECTING, BUT NOT THIS--Willy and Cuddles, West Highland white terriers, were expecting the usual one, two or
three puppies, but got nine in LMarysville, Wash. DAivery
time was seven hours

Kentucky Dam
Lock Will Be
Closed 8floors
The lock at Kentucky Dam
will be closed for 81A hours
Tuesday, according to the Nashville District, Corps of EnginCert.
CL John C. Bell, district engineer, said the lock is scheduled for closure between 7:30.
a.m. and 4 p.m. while floating
equipment works in the lock
chamber and approaches.
River traffic to and from the
Ohio River must either use the
alternate waterway through
Barldey Canal to the lower Cumberland River or be delayed until the work is completed on the
Tennessee River lock.

Whither Hawaii?

'

mars

A total construction service with genuine StranSteel building systems and Stran" building components. We cah build to your exact specifications,
remodel or repair your existing building, and we
can assist with financing arrangements.

Call 753-1675
EDWIN CAIN CONS1RUCI1ON
621 South Fourth
Murray, Kentucky
A TOTAL SERVICE

Stra

el FRANCHISED BUILDER
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Payments to eligibles may go
back for as maw as _12 moats
prior to application. However,
the date the insured mother died,
or when her present disability
NEW YORK UPI - Modest trad- or retirement benefits started,
ing volume on the stock markets could have been years ago, and
in recent sessions suggests sell- If child meets the requirements
ing pressure has abated, but lack described above he may qualify
of a selling climax means the now.
market must prove itself "by
If you have childi en who may
durability on the downside and
qualify
for benefits on their motrising on the upside," says Bache & Co. The brokerage feels her's record and the claim was
the "market is capable of gett- denied, you should file for beneing a meaningful rally off the fits under this change in the law,
ground."
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JAYNE
sees all,
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Economic and financial condiWILL CARRY FLAGS
tions ahead are not conducive
to making new commitments at
WASHINGTON UPI - The Apothis time and selected bonds
will carry with them
will be attractive alternatives llo U crew
of
all nations and the
the
flags
to common stocks in the period
United Nations, but only the Amahead, according to Moody's Stock Survey midyear forecast. Mo- erican flag will be planted on
Sen. Waody's said it is not "advocating the moon, according to
that individuals switch into bonds llace F. Bennett, R-Utah. He
for an extend period of time... quoted the space agency as sayArmthe purpose of reemphasizing ing flight commander Neil
Ameribonds today is to minimize risk strong would plant one
and maximize profit within the can flag on the moon and carry
precontext of our current economic two others with him to be
sented to Congress later.
environment."

Kentucky lock is part of Kenaicicy Dam and is operated by
the Corps of Engineers. Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley
are connected by 2.7-mile-long
Barkley Canal. -Traffic normally
using the Tennessee River lock
can lock through Barkley lock
hotter with every planeload of
and follow the Cumberland to
camera-carrying visitors, the
the Ohio, near Paducah. This is
Diamond, Turk Jit Co. says
state is conducting a $50,000
about 17 miles further for traf- although it doubts the market
one-year study which will try to
fic bound for the lower Ohio.
generally has seen its bottom,
predict future tourism patterns.
many issues have declined to a
William S. Johnson, Honolulu
point where their downside risk
finance director and former state
is much less than their upside
economist, says Hawaii must
AN SEC FIRST
potential.
slow its tourist growth from an
average of 15 per cent a year to
below 10 per cent. He favors
WASHINGTON UPI - The Sec"some sort of tourist tax" which urities and Exchange
Commisswill encourage upgrading of the ion says it is now
self-supportindustry and bring "quality" as ing for the first time in
its 35opposed to "mass" tourism to year history. During the
fiscal
the islands.
year ending Monday, the SEC
Opponents of a tax on visitors collected fees totalling ll4
per
note that tourists' spending cent of its $18.6 million
budget.
.411014
already is subject to the state's
general 4 per cent excise tax and
that visitors spend about three
times as much as local residents. island of Oahu are running out
Tourism last year was a $460 of space. Four-fifths of the
million business in Hawaii, its state's 800,000 residents live
here and the island gets the
lion's share of the tourist trade.
revenues exceeding the The big developers
have turned
combined total of the pineapple
their attention to the other
and sugar Industries. But the
islands, where local people go
critics want to know: "Is it
when they yearn for some of the
paying as much to the state as it
solitude of "Old Hawaii."
is getting from the state in
The biggest is Hawaii (the Big
public facilities and other
Island), 90 miles across. Hilo is
services?"
now the hub of tourist activity
Four-fifths of last year's
but the tvest shore, sometimes
tourist revenues were generated called the "Gold Coast,"
is
in Waikiki, which represents earmarked for some
of the
only about 1/10,000th of the biggest resort development in
state's land area. That's why the state in addition to a major
Mayor Fasi wants the city, and jetport. The island has a unique
apoms..
not the state, to tax tourists.
tourist airaction- — a volcano
Economics expert Johnson which can be watched close-up
says the tourist dollar is not yet during eruptions.•
the dominant factor in the
One of the major resort plans
state's economy, but it will be if unveiled recently will be at
something isn't done to slow the Wailea on the island of Maui — a
growth of the industry.
practically untouched wilderness
Tadao Beppu, state house area on the slopes of
Haleakala,
speaker, says:
a majestic dormant volcano.
"The long-range question is
Studies show that Hawaii's
whether Hawaii should aspire to cost of living is second highest in
be more than the Miami of the the nation, behind Alaska.
West. Scattered, poorly planned, Tourism critics say the visitor
COURT SAYS NO - In a 3-2
cheaply constructed resort areas industry is forcing up the cost of
decision, the appelate diviwill not ultimately benefit the everything.
sion of the state Supreme
state. We must control the
Lt. Gov. 'Gill says studies
Court held in New York that
spread of tourist facilities so that indicate Hawaii is the "most
comedian Jackie Gleason
they will not detract from our profitable resort area in the
could not seek a divorce from
envirqnment."
United States" but warns it may
h4s _wife, Geneviede, from
always
be
that
way.
not
Ha*alfl Visitors Bureau
who'll he has been separated
"Once Hawaii loses its
president Thomas H. Hamilton
15 years, under a new law.
attractiveness
as
a
place
of
some
bit i eves that with orderly
The court held that the law
planning
Hawaii can remoteness with a pleasant
permitting such suits li.rhere
accommodate its tourists environment, with people who
have been legally
couples
are
friendly
and
hospitable,
its
wiIhout squeezing its residents
separated for at least two
out of breathing space and vogue as a tourist destination
years is not applicable where
ruining the unique tropical area will decline," Gill says.
"When this happens the
Operation agreements had
beauty of the Islands.
tourist industry will move its
been in effect before the law
Honolulu and the rest of the trade elsewhere."
was enacted.

TRMTEL"POWS

By BRUCE A. COOK
HONOLULU'(UPI) — Mark
Twain, a 19th century Hawaii
tourist, wrote:
"No alien land in all the world
has any deep strong charm for
me but Hawaii. Other things
leave me but it abides; other
things change but it remains the
same."
If Twain were to jet in with
one of today's tour groups he
probably could watch Hawaii
change from his hotel room
,
window.
c
In already crowded Waikiki,
more hotels are going up.
At Honolulu International
Airport, a multimillion dollar
expansion job is under way
because more space is needed to
handle the 360-passenger jumbo
jets scheduled to arrive within a
year.
Major resorts are planned on
the peaceful, lightly populated
neighbor islands.
Hawaii will have more than 1
million visitors again this year,
more than 2 million in three
years and 5 million by 1975,
according- to economics experts.
All this, optimists say, is
progress which will create
hundreds of jobs and soup up
the economy. But the skeptics,
who make far more noise on the
subject, fear tourism may
become a clumsy giant which
will overwhelm the economy
and stamp out the last vestiges
of the Hawaii Midi Twain wrote
about.
"The harsh 'fact," says
Honolulu Mayor Frank F. Fasi,
"is that we are all becoming
peasants in a land of paradise;
all, that is, except the big hotel
hotel apartment
and
developers."
Lt. Gov. Thomas P. Gill has
warned`that Hawaii must not
allow the tourist industry to
"love us and leave us."
Dr. Edward Barnet, dean of
the University of Hawaii's
School of Travel Industry
Management, says that with
proper planning the Islands can
accommodate the tourists
expected in 1975.
"If New York can handle 3
million commuters a day, surely
Hawaii could handle 5 million a
year," Barnet says. He suggests
the state establish a control
commission to assure the orderly
growth 01.ILIna•
While the controirrsy gets

Wall Street
Chatter

MOSCOW'S VIEW

- Moscow radio
Moscow
said Tuesday military problems
were behind President Nixon's
forthcoming Asian tour. Abroadcast said the president would try
"to establish a new military group under U. S. protection" because the United States realize curr.,•cre "absoluPrior to the 1967 Amendments ent Asian grr
a child, in many instances, could tely compromised."
not receive benefits on its mother's record unless she hadwork
ed in the three year period just
before she became entitled to
retirement or disability benefits
or, in the case of death, in the
three years prior to her death.
The 1967 Amendments removed
this requirement and made it
- easier for a child to qualify for
benefits on his mother's record.
The children who could benefit
from this change are unmarried
MICIIMI
children who are: (1) Under the
FUNCIOSA •SUNAZIN
age of 18; (2) Or are full-time
MAN CALLED
students between the ages of 1822 or; (3) Have been disapled
since before 18.
IN A Utisteatai NOME .11131111COUNr

4

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Almanac

SAIGON UPI - A South Vietnamese Marine died in a Saigon
hospital Tuesday shortly after he
set himself afire in a street
downtown. Authorities said the
victim, Vo Van Be, 40, apparently carried out the self- immolation for personal reasons.

The 1967 Social Security Amendments made a number of changes in the Social Security Law
regarding children's entitlement
to Social Security Benefits. One
of the major changes being overlooked in this area has to do
with children receiving benefits
on their mother's earnings under
Social Security.

J. C. GENERAL
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CONIIIACTING
Electrical Work
Of Any Kind
House Painting
and Small
Carpenter Jobs

RYON PEWS nark

JOHN WAYNE
LEN CAMPBEL
KIM DARBY
HAL*ALM'

eggiem
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW and USED
SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
HWY 54. ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
OFFICE Pm 753.8885

OIL a. 4401460N
HOME Pm 438.5890

JOHN 0

0000AN

753-2985

L M.SIMON & CO.
Business Established 1874
STOCKS

• BONDS •

MUTUAL FUNDS

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
MIDWEST STOCK EXCHANGE

Stephen L. Yarbrough
206 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Telephone 753-8811
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HUMAN TORCH

By Charles M. Whitaker
District Manager ,

"We'll have to stay with the
Agriculture Department, I
guess," one spokesman said. "At
least they know about rural
housing. At least we wouldn't
have to fight to make ourselves
heard like we would if the
program were shoved over to
HUD."

HUD is the Department of
Housing and
Urban
Development and the RHA has a
•
The Rural Housing Alliance wary skepticism about how
(RHA) is a non-profit group set much sympathy or help tom an
up to marshal private and public agency with the limiting goal of
I sought the Lord, and he heard me, and delivered Me from all
aid
for the housing needs of the 'urban development."
my fears, — Psalm 34:4.
rural
and often forgotten
., Experience teaches us that if we take our fears to God, we shall
portion of the nation.
"Frankly, I am afraid we
! find deliverance and have a serenity of spirit,
would get squashed at HUD,"
The job ahead is a big one.
According to an RMA survey, the spokesman said.
5.
4.
"rural areas and small towns
account for only 43 per cent of
So the RHA has started
landed in Iceland with permiss- the households, but for almost
charting its course with a
ion of that government.
60 per cent of those in the massive conference to
outline
In 1964, fourteen persons bottom income group."
International
goals, _priorities and sources of
Press
United
by
were killed in an avalanche in
Rural homes account for possible support. Featured at the
Today is Monday, July 7, the the French Alps.
188th day of 1969 with 177 to
A thought for the day — two-thirds of the substandard conference were housing
•1.. follow.
Mathew Henry once said — housing of the nation and serve specialists from industry, the
'4. The moon is between its last "None so blind as those who as homes for three-fourths of the foundations and Congress,
quarter and new phase.
nation's poor, the report added. Including Rep. Wright Patman,
will not see."
• The morning stars are Mer"Most important, from a Rep. Allard K. Lowenstein and
cury, Venus and Saturn.
public policy standpoint, more Sen. George McGovern.
The evening stars are Mars
then 90 per cent of substandard
"Once we digest what we
ORDERS OPERATION
;and Jupiter.
housing in rural areas and small learned at the conference-we will
▪ On this day in history:
towns was occupied by be better prepared to formulate
In 1846, Commodore J. D.
households with incomes below
WASHINGTON UPI - The Inter- $6,000," the survey continued, a plan of action," one of the
Moat of the U.S. Navy proclaimstated.
- ed the annexation of California state Commerce Commission adding that it would be a conference planners
has refused to steal the "jingle, "hoax" to plan improvements
_ . by the United States.
In 1898, President William the rumble and the roar" of the without large injections of
: McKinely signed a joint reso- Wabash Cannonball. The ICC public
funds.
LENNON HOSPITALIZED
lution of congress authorizing Wednesday ordered the Norfolk
Seek Aid
the annexation of Hawaii by /12. Western Railway to keep the
The leaders of the RHA are
the United States.
train operating between Detroit faced with a problem of where
GOLSPIE, Scotland UPI -Beat;. In 1941, President Franklin and St. Louis. The railroad ask,D. Roosevelt told Congress that ed to drop the Cannonball be- to start asking for aid. At le John Lennon cut his chin,
'U.S. Naval forces, to forestall cause it said it lost $576,466 present, most rural housing his wife Yoke gashed her foreprograms are administered with head and her daughter Kyoko, 5,
possible Nazi invasion, had on the run last year.
the
Farmers
Home suffered a cut lip in an automobAdministration, attached to the ile accident near Golspie TuesAgriculture Department and day. All were hospitalized. A
dependent for funds on the spokesman for the Beatles said
unsympathetic agriculture he did not know how the accident
committees.
- ass
occurred.

Building problems?
We solve them all!

Questions and
Answers

e

New Group Works

Entered at the Poet Office, Murray. Kentucky, for tranuniasion se
Second Class Matter

PRINCE OF WALES—Prince Charles of Britain wears the full
regalia of the Prince of Wales in this official portrait. He
wears an ermine robe over a military uniform. The gold
coronet on his head contains 75 diamonds and 12 emeralds.
He is holding the Gold Rod and the Sword of Office.
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of their three - game series at
Pittsburgh. Clendeoon, who wore
a Pirate unifordiler eight years,
By JOHN JEANSONNE
doubled home rookie Bobby Pfeil esteeesseidilles.
UPI Sports Writer
In the first on his way to driving
From the losers come the In four runs.
Poroeigis•••••••01•00.
441
s,
spoilers.
Far from the heart of the NatBobby Bonds clioie in flii
ional League divisiot races, Ho- runs with two homers and I
0,
uston's Denis Menke and Phil- sacrifice fly for San Francisco, ceglieseenmamenakhomonce.acagap.4
adelphia's Rick Joseph ruined the but the Giants' real weapon was
no-hit aspirations of San Diego their pitching. Juan Marichal pitNational League
southpaw Dick Kelley and Mon- ched a five-hitter in the opener
list
treal righthander Gary Waslew- to gain his Ilth victory against
W. L. Pct, GB
ski Sunday.
three losses and Gaylord Perry Chicago
52 31 .627 Menk's infield single in the followed with a four-hitter to im- New York 45 34 .570 5
St. Louis
40 44 .475 124
second at San Diego and Joseph's prove his record to 10-7.
38 43 .469 13
leadoff single in the fifth at PhilTony Perez' bases-loaded sin- Pitts.
36 43 .466 14
adelphia forced Kelley and Was- gle in the third drove in two runs Phila.
36 65 .321 26
lewski to settle for one-hitters and started a five-run Cincinnati Montreal
West
as the Padres tripped Houston, rally that carried Clay Carroll,a
W. L Pct. GS
1-0, after the Astros won the first 12-4 reliever, to a win in his first
Atlanta
48 34 385
game of their doubleheader, 3-2, start of the season.
Los Ang.
46 33 .582 %
and the Expos blanked the PhillSan Fran.
45 38 .542 3%
ies, 5-0, after Philadelphia took
Cincinnati 41 35 .539 4
the opener, 13-2.
Houston
42 42 .500 7
In other National leagueaction,
American League San Diego 29 56 .341 2414
St. Louis swept a doubleheader
from Chicago, 4-2 and 6-3, New
Sunday's Results
BY FRED DOWN
York defeated Pittsburgh, 8-7,
Phila 13 Montreal 2, 1st
UPI Sports Writer
San Francisco whipped Atlanta
Montreal 5 Phila 0, 2nd
twice, 3-1 and 5-0, and Cincinnati
Sure Reggie Jackson is hitting New York 8 Pittsburgh 7
bombed Los Angeles, 8-1.
home runs faster than any one St. Louis 4 Chi. 2, 1st
Kelley struck out three but
In eight years, but what about St. Louis 6 Chi 3, 2nd
issued five walks, and was locked
Harmon Killebrew? Harmon is Cincinnati 8 Los Ang. 1
in a scoreless duel with Housknocking
in runs faster than any San Fran 3 Atla 1, 1st
ton's Jack Billingham, who didn't
San Fran. 5 Atla. 0, 2nd
allow a hit until the eighth. San one in 31 years.
Houston 3 San Diego 2, 1st
Killebrew's
two
run
homer,
Diego got to Billingham for the
San Diego 1 Houston 8, 2nd
his
23rd
, capped a five-run sevonly run in the ninth on pinchToday's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
hitter Ed Spiezio's RBI single. enth inning rally Sunday and liftTwins
ed
to
the
a
7-6
victory
St. Louis, Giusti 3-7 PhilaHouston won the opener when
which enabled them to sweep delphia, Palmer 1-2, 7:30 p. m.
Padres' second baseman Jose
Montreal. Wegener 3-6 at
Arcia booted a double play ball their three-game series with the
Athletics. The Twins Pittsburgh, Blass 8-5, 8 p. m.
with the bases loaded in the eigh- Oakland
Cincinnati, Culver 5-6 at San
th to allow two Astros to score. lead the Athletics by two more
games in the Western race.
Diego, Niekro 3-6, 11 p. m.
Waslewski, meanwhile, faced
Atlanta, Stone 8-2 at Los Anonly 27 batters as Joseph was
Shuts Out Athletics
geles, Foster 3-4, 11 p. m.
wiped out on a double play after
Houston, Wilson 8-7 at San
his single and Deron Johnson
Ron Perranoski shut out the Francisco, Sadecki 3-7, 4 p. m.
was erased on a double play
Athletics for 'the last two, inninOnly games scheduled
after he walked in the eighth.
gs to receive credit for his
Tuesday's Games
Wa„slewski, recording his first
15th save.
National League win and his first
The Detroit Tigers shaded the Chicago at New York
major league shutout, doubled
Baltimore Orioles, 5-4, the Wa- St. Louis at Phila., night
home two runs in the seventh
shington Senators blanked the Montreal at Pittsburgh, night
for his first RBIs ever.
Boston Red Sox, 5-0, the Seattle Cincinnati at San Diego, night
The Phillies banged out 13
Pilots romped over the Kansas Atlanta at Los Ang 2, twi-night
hits and scored all 13 runs in
City Royals, 9-3, the California Houston at San Francisco
the first four innings of the
Angels edged the Chicago White
opener, then coasted behind rookAmerican Lastly*
Sox, 2-1, and the New York Yanie Billy Champion.
East
kees beat the Cleveland Indians,
W. L. Pct. 611 4-2.
Torre and Shannon Homer
Baltimore
56 25 .691
Denny McLain allowed 10 hits
Detroit
44 33 .571 10
but went the distance to raise Boston
Joe Torre and Mike Shannon
45 37 .549 111‘
his record to 13-5 as the Tigers Waah.
44 42 .512 14%
homered to back Chuck Taylor's
beat the Orioles. Dick McAuliffe New York
40 44 476 17IC
6 1-3 innings of two - hit relief
32 49 .395 24
In the Cardinals' nightcap after and Tom Tresh hpmered 41 the Cleve
fifth inning to snap a 3-3 tie
West
Steve Carlton notchgd his 10th
and offset an eighth-inning homer
Pct.
victory of the seasa with ninthby Elrod Hendricks. Dave Leon- Minn.
40 94 .575
inning relief help in the opener
hard
suffered
his
first
loss
of
Oakland
.41 34 ..553 2
as Steve Huntz singled in the dethe season tor the
Seattle
---1118--44 .450 10
ciding runs.
Kan Cily--01-46 .432
Donn Clendenon's three - TIM
In
Three
Drives
Runs
Chicago
34 45 .430 11%
homer capped a four - run sixth
Calif.
29 50 .367 16%
Inning to lift the Mets to a sweep
Del Unser drove in three runs
Sunday's Results
with two singles and Dick Bosman pitched a seven-hitter for Seattle 9 Kan City 3
his sixth win for the Senators, Minnesota 7 Oakland 6
Brant Alyea and Eddie Brinkman Calif. 2 Chicago 0
also had two hits each in an Detroit 5 Baltimore 4
11-hit attack which charged the New York 4 Cleveland 2
Red Sox' Bill Landis with his Wash. 5 Boston 0
Today's Probablo Pitchers
fourth loss.
All Times EDT
MURRAY, Ky.-The season's
Don Mincher drove in four
California, Messersmith 5-6
third Tri-State Women's Golf Tuns with two homers and a
Tournament will be staged at single to lead a 12-hit Seattle at Seattle, Pattin 7-6, 11 p. m.
Kansas City, Rooker 0-5 at
the Murray-Calloway County attack which also included three
Country Club Wednesday with hits by Steve Hovley. Gene Bra- Minnesota, Kaat 713, 9 p. m.
Oakland, Nash 4-5 and Chithe first foursome scheduled to bender went 6 1-3 innings to win
cago, Peters 5-9, at Milwaukee
tee off at 8 a.m.
his seventh game while Billy 8:30 p. m.
Ladies' from 12 clubs in a Butler suffered his fourth deCleveland, Tient 7-8 at Washthree-state area (Kentucky, Illi- feat for the Royals. Lou Piniella in.gton,
Hannan 3-5, 7:30 p. in.
nois and Missouri) will compete homered for the Royals.
Detroit, Sparma 5-4 at Bosin the 18-hole one-day tourna;
Bubba Morton hit a two-run ton, Culp 10-6, 7:30 p. m.;
meat.
homer in the sixth inning to
Tuesday's Games
The first Tri-State, held at give Tom Murphy his fifth Neel Calif at Seattle, night
Sikeston, Mo., was won by Mary for the Angels. Tommy John, Kan City at Minnesota, night
Bain of the host club With a 78. staked to a 1-0 lead on Carlos Oak at Chi 2, twi-night
The second, staged at Metropo- May's run-producing single in N. Y. at Balti 2, twi-night
lis, Ill., was won by Eleanor the fifth inning, was charged Cleveland at Wash., night
Griffin of Paducah with her 83. with his seventh defeat against Detroit at Boston, night
After Wednesday's tourney at five victories.
Mel Stottlemyre was tagged for
Murray, the fourth and final TriState event will be a two-day nine hits but went the distance to
win his 12th game against six
affair at Mayfield, Aug, 19-20.
losses for the Yankees. Bobby
This week's lineup:
11-00--Juanita Preston. Mary Bain.
Murcer doubled home two runs
Sue Taylor. Mary Jane Harris
and Joe Pepitone singled in anoth8 08-Eleanor Griffin, Nancy Buahart.
Saundra Edwards. Wanda Mullinax
er in a three - run third inning
1118-Violet Cummins, Betty Lowry.
Norma Smith. Viral* Wilson.
rally which taggedSam McDowell
Vowell. Alice Fisher. Vir24-Bee
with his eighth loss. McDowell
ginia Davis. Brenda Koss.
8 32-Venela Seitteri, Catherrn Brooks
struck out 10, raising his leagueLotus Emerson. Evelyn oJnes.
B 40-Nell Newton. Arline Meredith
leading total to 136.,
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PONY LIIIAGUE
July 2, 11119
Ily W. 0. Cutaltkit
Orioles
006 Wel 2--V 6 3
Dodgers
000 040 0-4 54
Purroll and Pinkston.
McCuiston (I.) and Burkeen
(5), and Hosford.

National League

-

T V OW

•-

000 004 0-4 4 1
Astros
000 503 x--8 7 0
Brunk (L), Hewitt (4), and
Thompson (5), and Ryan.
Hughes and Cathey. Dale
(Bubba) Hughes struck out sixteen Phils.

Hill's Eleven Under Par
- Wins Buick

Ills cool in two pressure -packed
rounds of Warivich Hills course
Sunday.
This improvement can becredted to his wife, who last fall talkinto putting away his clubs
ed
or two months. "I had been fit birdie putts wouldn't drop.
Third-place finisher Homero
or a straight jacket for about
ix years until then," he said. Blanca.s charged. He moved into a
tie with Hill at 11 under par with
GRAND BLANC, Mich. UPI . His caddie, who travels thepro only three holes to play. But on
The many problems of Dave Hill tour,, kept him on the beam."He's the next hole he hit into a trap,
make it almost impossible to be- the secret of why I'm playing so then missed his putt for a par,
lieve that he won a golf tourna- good," Hill said. He's given me and on the last green, he explodm ent.
the confidence I never had before ed out of one trap across the
RUB-A-DULA:Mk one man in a tub, and he's Victor Jackson,
But he did, the Buick Open, in my life."
green .anotherto set up a double
ready for his 60-mile voyage aCross Lake Michigan from
and for his $25,000 victory with
His challengers had problems bogey and blow his chance.
Ludington, Mich., to Manitowoc, Wis. He'll have a sail and
an 11 under par 277, credit his of their own. Runnerup Frank
It was Hill's second tourney
a 20hp engine. Jackson lives in East Lansing, Mich.
understanding wife and a hard- Beard matched Hill's scores on win this year and his sixth in 11
working caddie, Elijah "Junior" the two final rounds, 71 and 70 years on the tour. Theprize monMoore.
STEWART WINS FOURTH
wart led throughout the French
on the par 72 7,001 yard course, ey boosted him into second place
Hill has been on tranquilizers but when he had to make his in the 1969 money winning list
CLEFLMOND-FERR.AND, Fra. Grand Prix Sunday to win his
to calm his temper. Yet he kept move in the last few holes, the with $98,725.
nce ITIPt - Scotland's Jacky Ste- fourth world championship race.

LOOK WHAT A 65 MODEL DAISON
CAN DO WITH 60 H.P.

THINK WHAT AT 61 WILL
DO WITH 61 H.P.

3rd Women's
Tri-State
Scheduled

I y 15

YNE

PBELI
RBY
us,

Betty Joe Purdahs. Joan Fowler.
8.48-Dot Simmons. Phylles Joyner
Tootle Winters. Virginia Roger..
8.50-Prancee Halve. Dutch Bryant,
Ruth Spurlock. Zane Taylor.
9 04--Mary Hooper, Barbara Muroher.
Laura Parker, Theta Bobo.
9 12-Elizabeth Gowler, Norma Chapman. Dorothy Holland, Charlotte
miller.
9l6.-Carol Hibbard. Evelyn Anderson. Ella Dixon. na Wylie
9 24-Mabel Roger". Dorothy ',loose.
Alice Bothrock. Bobble Buchanan,
95ara Campbell. Julia Rambo.
Doris DuPerrieu, Jerlene Sullivan.
Halt
SAO-Doris Slam, Margaret
Olivia Isbell. Margaret Shuffett,
III 58-Martha Hale. Edith Clymer.
Rita Murray. Mildred Martin.
11 -30-Inus On. Betty Thompson,
Jean Hunt, Betty Hinton.
Murrell* Walker,
11 38--Dot
Odella Illegars, Nancy Lyles.
Alice
Mary
Fronk.
-Norm•
11 48
Smith, Martha Hornsby. !molten,
Sieves.
11 54-Audrey Fernegel. Masa Read,'
Grace James, Sue Brown.
12.04-Virgtni• Jones. Anna Marr,
Adams, Janice Stubblefield. Alice
Kromoroaki
12 12-Sue MeDouNal, Dorothy Ay.
nold. Toopie Thomas, Margaret Tid12 20- Catherine Shelbourne. Urbena
Knenen, Dori, Rem, Frances Miller
12 211-144414411bson, tdria Knight. Bet
ty Johnson. Jeanette Kennedy
12,111--Nanee Fandrtab. Leis McCann.
Stella Gholson. Dorothy Graves
Slutrneyor. Janice
12 44-Eltrabeth
liners. Nadine
Aibrittain. Freda
(5 vii.
Drear.
DOrothy
11-52--blabel Helm.
sandy Stokes. Jean Grver.
Seifert,
Fran
Ham.
11180-Ph)liu
F.velve Dison.
1 06-Marsaret Crites. Euladene Rob
boon

EIGHT WILL COMPETE

CINCINNATI UPI - Eight of the
top 10 ranked players In the
United States - inducting Arthur
Ashe, Clark Graebner and Stan
Smith - will compete in the Western Tennis championships July
14-20, tor nam ent officials announced Thursday.

'fee

Art

The Truck -Pictured Is Carrying Construction
Materials Weighing 3200 lbs.*
* 660 LB. CONCRETE

* 2400 LB. SAND

Proven in rugged use all over the world, Datstin's compact hauler is
even better equpped to carry more, go more places, provide more
work and play utility. The six foot bed,tough engine and roomy cab
are ready and waiting for new demands as we have proven.

Come See The Datsun Truck At

P414ER WITHDRAWALS

ST.'ANDREWS, Scotland UPI Arnold Palmer, hvo:time winner
of the British Open will be missing from the -year's field. He
wit/0i ew from his year's event
Thursday without giving a reason.
Palmer, who won in 1961-62,
was exempted from qualifying
competitions which began today.

* 140 LB. MORTAR

HIS BOY - REGGIE - Oakland
Athlatics owner Charles Finley, who has been known In
disagree with players and
things from time to time
cuddles his boy Reggie Jack non in Oakland after the outfielder hit hi. 31st, 32nd, and
33rd home runs against the
Seattle Pilots.

LASSITER & McKINNEY DUNN INC.
810 SYCAMORE
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Monday, July 7
The Lottie Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet with Mrs. James Ward
at 7:30 p.m.
•• •
The Kathleen Jones Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet with Mrs. E. D. Shipley at 7:30 p.m.
•••
The Ruby Nell Hardy Group
of the First Baptist Church
• HARRISBURG; Pa. (UPI) - WMS will meet at the Youth
Beware of the dog - especially Center at 6:30 p.m.
• a...
the stray that Junior or Susie
Tuesday, July. II
brings home and wants to keep
Groups of the First Baptist
as a pet.
By Abigail Van Buren
Church WMS will meet as folThat's the advice of Dr. lows: I with Mrs. Jack Kennedy
DEAR ABBY: This is in reference to "LONESOME AND
Ernest-4:-Witte, chief of the at 9:30 a.m.; II with Mrs. LotBLUE," who complained about how "rough" the wives of
veterinary public health section tie Jones at ten a.m.; II with
traveling men have it. She said that while the men are living
of the Pennsylvania Health Mrs. Will Rose at 2:30 p.m.;
it up on expense accounts, eating every meal out and going
Department. It applies to all and IV with Mrs. Bailey Riggto exciting far-off places, the poor wives are stuck at home
animals, including the appealing ins at two p.m.
•••
puppy or kitten, that "just
with the kids.
for pre-school
Party
Swim
A
followed me home."
through third grade will be
Our wives ale married to men who "travel" a lot, too.
Witte said this is the time of held at the Calloway County
We "live it up" on our $47.88 expense accounts, and eat every
year When'pleasant weather lures Country Club from ten a.m. to
meal "out." We also go to some very exciting "far-off"
both youngsters and animals one p.m. Each member may inplaces. Never a dull moment.
from their home bases, vite one non member guest and
farther
...
But do our wives complain? Not on your life. All they say
is
a good time for parents each is,to bring a sack lunch.
and
it
"Do a good job, and come home in one piece, Honey."
to_encourage their children to Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., is
E. Kendall [Captain TC)
avoid all strange animals, no chairman of the•hostesses.
•
H. J. Ford LS/Sgt. USAF)
matter how friendly they
Goshen Unof
the
R. E. Searles [Sgt. USAF)
The
WSCS
appear.
Ed Breedlove [Sgt. USAF]
Witte said that all rabid ited Methodist Church is schedanimals are not vicious, as is uled to meet at the church at
DEAR MEN: Your letter reminds me of the man who
commonly believed. Instead, a 7:30 p.m.
•••
complained because he had no shoes—until be met a man
frequently observed symptom of
who bad no feet. Thanks for your wonderful letter.
Chapter No. 433
Murray
Star
rabies is an "over-friendly
Order of the Eastern Star will
disposition."
Masonic Hall at 7:30
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
Because of the ever-present meet at the
P.m.
44 years and here is my chief complaint. Every time we get
danger of rabies, Witt'e
•••
to a wedding dance or wherever there is music, my husband
emphasized that every animal
The Annie Armstrong Group
bite should --be'vegan:led as 'or -111! First iriptist Church
dances the first dance with me and then he starts looking
potentially serious and called to WMS will visit at the Convales▪ around for other ladies to dance with.
the attention of a physician as cent Division of the Murray
He will ask ladies he hardly knows, and even some he
soon as possible.
Calloway County Hospital and
'II has never seen before, and he thinks it's all right because he
then meet at the heme of Mrs.
* always digs up some man to dance with me.
Edgar Shirley at 7:30 p.m.
•••
I don't care for this one bit as I usually end up with a fat
fet- triaTe-tin without
Wednesday, July 9
man who is sure to sweat a lot, or some old man who dgesn't
suffering through a painful
The ladies day luncheon will
know how to dance.
sunburn this summer, medical be served at the Calloway
I hate to turn down a man after my husband has sent
authorities suggest you begin County Country Club at noon.
him over to dance with me, so what do you suggest?
your first day with about 15 to Hostesses are Mesdames Cecil
ANOTHER ABIGAIL
Mrs. Fronk John Kolb ill
20 minutes of exposure each on Farris, chairman, Solon Bucy,
Clopton, Richard FarDEAR ABIGAIL: I suggest that a woman who still has
your face and back and then James D.
rell, Glen Hodges, Dan Hutson,
The sanctuary of First Chris- lines, high-rise bodices defined
her husband and they're still dancing should count her
extend
the
period in the sun Cal Luther, J. E. McCage, Thotie Church of Murray was the by the lace and ribbon motif,
blessings. Add another—a man who is so thoughtful as to
setting on Saturday, June 21, of and were sleeveless. Triple each day. Increase exposure by mas I. Miller, Frank Ryan, A.
"send over" a gentleman to dance with his wife instead of
the beautifully solemnized wed- bands of ribbon and lace at the one third the second day, W. Russell, A. C. Sanders, and
letting her sit alone while HE dances.
ding of Miss Jane Eaves Bryan, hemline, adorned the A-silhou- another third the third day, and S. 0. Wilson.[P. S. And don't knock fat men. They're usually the best
•••
and Frank John Kolb Di. The ette skirts, The attendants' hats so on. Remember that painful
dancers.]
Thursday, July 10
bride is the daughter of Mr. and were crownless brims of white burns can be caused by wind as
The Progressive Homemakers
Mrs. H. J. Bryan of Murray. organza, with bands of pink well as sun,
and that even on a
DEAR ABBY: I am 55 years old, and I am tired of
Club will meet at the City Park
The groom's parents are Mr. ' grosgrain ribbon.
They carried nosegays of pink cloudy day it is possible to get a at 9:30 am.
hearing my generation called the "do nothing" generation.
and Mrs. Frank J. Kolb, Jr.,
•••
sweetheart roses, white pom- severe burn.
Mayfield.
Actually, we did more for society than any generation since
carnations,
and
mums,
pink
pom
Women's MisLutheran
The
the caveman days.
Rev. William Porter read the baby's breath, tied with pink
sionary League of the ImmanWe graduated from high school into the depression.
double-ring ceremony at four ribbons which extended to form sage.
uel Lutheran Church will meet
College was strictly for rich men's sons. We didn't reject
o'clock in the afternoon, in the long streamers.
Mr. and Mrs. Kolb will be at at the home of Mrs. Arlo Sprunsociety. Society rejected U3. We waited in line 40 deep for
presence of ii, large guest com- James E. Jones, Jr., of Lex- home at High Contente Farm ger, South 15th Street, at 7:30
jobs the kids today would turn up their noses at. We were
pany.
ington, served Mr. Kolb as best until August, when they will ,;o p.m.
lined up in the cold morning hours before the place opened up
Preceding the ceremony, or- man. Groomsmen were William to Louisville to reside. Mr. Kolb
•••
gan selections were presented Robertson, David Wilson, James will continue his studies at he
if there was a smell of a job.
by Mrs. Richard Farrell, who Duncan, and Kent Robbins, all University of Louisville Medical
Sunday, July 13
Kids today know nothing about things like that mainly
also accompanied Mrs. Joe of Mayfield.
The Cunningham reunion by
because WE saw to it that the government would loan them
School, and Mrs. Kolb will teach
Grant, vocalist. Mrs. Grant sang
Mrs. Bryan selected for her in the Louisville City School descendants of Bruce Morgan
toward preventing its happening again. They can put their
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring", daughter's wedding a seafoam System.
and Green Cunningham will be
money in the bank with confidence, because WE saw to it
and "Ave Maria" preceding the green silk worsted dress, with
held at the Murray City Park
attendto
thore
In
addition
that the banks are federally insured. They can go to college
exchanging of the vows, and at matching lace detailing at the ing from Mayfield and Paducah, at the 8th Street pavilion.
because WE saw to it that government would loan them
the close of the ceremony, she neckline and on the elbow. out-of-town guests included Mr.
money if they couldn't afford to go. Child labor is now illegal.
sang "The Wedding Prayer". length sleeves. She chose green and Mrs. W. W. Bryan, Wallace
I had an uncle who lost his arm as a boy of 10, working in a
Before the entrance of the accessories to complete her cos- Bryan, Miss Betty Bryan and
factory. He finished third grade, that's all. My father worked
bridal party, candles were light- tume.
Miss Pauline Bryan, of Hopfrom dawn until nightfall, six days a week. Now we work a
ed by Louis Kolb, Jr., of PaduThe groom's mother was at- kinsville; Mrs. Horace Crow,'
40-hour week, and there is talk of less.
cah, cousin of the bridegroom, tired in a sleeveless pink linen Clarksville, Tennessee, Mrs.
We have Medicare, social security, and civil rights
and John Quertermous, of Mur- dre,ss, with embroidered lace ac- Wallace Crow, Wythrulle, Virray. Centering the wedding cents. Her accessories were in ginia; Mrs. Leslie Harris, Benlegislation. All a part of OUR generation's contribution to
ton, Missouri, Mr. and Mrs. Walscene was a white wrought-iron matching pink.
the world today.
preu dieu. Shedding a soft light
We don't pretend to have done a perfect job, but we've
Mrs. E. C. Walter, of May- lace Pankey, Huntington, Ten- --UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
over the altar were white tap- field, grandmother of the groom nessee, Mrs. James 0. Sloss, (UPI) — Elderly homemakers,
done a lot. So stop crying in your LSD, kids, get with it, and
ers in five-branched brass can- wore a pale aqua silk costume Misses Nancy and Sara Sloss, of and others too, may fir* a real
shape up. If you want to top our record, you'd better get
delabra. Greenery entwined the suit with matching accessories. Beaver, Pennsylvania, Mr. and convenience in ire—. shelf
started before it's too late.
OFF MY CHEST
altar rail, behind which was They all wore corsages of pha- Mrs. Claude Arthur and sons, well-stocked with'canned foods.
Claude and Charles, of Lessplaced a tall brass eandlestand lenopsis orchids.
DEAR OFF: And it's always later than we think.
holding a large white taper
burg, Virginia, Mr. and Mrs.
Reception
-Mrs. Ruth J. Buck, extension
which the couple lighted at the
Harold West, Anna and Hal cf foods and nutrition specialist at
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a
ceremony,
Mr.
Following
the
persoaal close of the ceremony.
Nashville, Tennessee.
reply write to Abby, Box 59700. Los Angeles, Cal.
Ole Pennsylvania State
1100611, and I The windows of the sanctuary and Mrs. Bryan entertained with
Rehearsal Dinner
inebsee a stamped. sell-addressed envelope.
a reception at the Calloway
University, notes that canned
The rehearsal dinner was held vegetables,
held single tapers in brass hold- Country Club.
meats and soups are
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely
ers, and in the entry were tall
At the entrance to the recep- at High Contente Farm, the convenience foods that save time
Weddlag,"
brass floor candelabra holding tion room were tall brass floor Mayfield home of Mrs. E. C.
Mod 91 to Abby, Box ern, Los Angeles, Cal.
in labor and preparation.
sem
glowing white tapers. Pews were candelabra, based in magnolia, Walter, an Friday evening, June
When selecting, Mrs. Buck
arked with white candles, ac- and holding white candles. Mag- 20. Mrs. Walter was assisted by
advises, buy the can size that fits
cented by white satin bows and nolia banked the mantle which Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kolb, Jr.,
your needs. While larger cans are
leatberleaf fern.
held a silver three-branched and Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Arthur, often more economical, they can
Bride's Dress
candelabra. Individual tables, of Lessburg, Virginia.
The lovely young bride was covered with white linen cloths, The house was lighted thr- be costlier if not all the food is
escorted to the altar by her held magnolia blossoms in sil- oughout by candles. An arrange- eaten.
Cans should be stored in a
father, who gave her in mar- ver Revere bowls.
ment of roses and summer flowSTANFORD, Calif. (UPI)
cool, dry place. After they have
Fifty-four families in Escondido riage. She chose for her weddThe serving table, covered ers, in an antique silver, cenVillage, Stanford Unieersity's ing gown a formal model of with an exquisite linen cutwork tered the table. The arrange- been opened, they should be
married student housing white organza over bridal silk cloth, was centered with a sil- ment was flanked by silver\earn refrigerated with _a tight-fitting
cover.
complex, are fighting the rising ffeta. The jewel neckline was ver epergnette and five-branch delabra holding pink tapers:,
To prepare ,a canned
bride
chose
a
The
white
pique
an
ars
which
was
cost of living by raising their
candelabra, in
enhanced with appliqued sprays rangement of white mums, pink dress from 'her trousseau and vegetable, pour off liquid.into a
own vegetables.
of Alencon lace in the laurel sweetheart roses, and baby's was presented a phalenopsis or- saucepan and boil down the
On 15-foot plots near the
wreath pattern, which extended
apartments are fast-growing from bodice to Hemline. Brief breath. The five-tiered wedding chid corsage. The bride a n d liquid until about halt of it is
left• Add the vegetable and heat
stands of carrots, tomatoes, sleeves were accented by over- cake, was topped with a nose- groom presented their attendquickly.
Save the liquid if you
gifts.
with
ants
roses,
and
gay
of
sweetheart
beans, corn, potatoes and lays of the repeated lace patTwenty seven persons attend- do not serve it with the
squash, not to mention rhubarb. tern. The easy cage skirt was baby's breath.
vegetables.
Assisting in serving were Mrs. ed.
The plots are, lineal poised over bridal silk.
Arthur,
aunt
of
the
Claude
_WI
dencendants of
War 41 ---,Her headdress was a fullwithout
Victory Gardens, which length mantilla, designed for groom, of Leesburg, Virginia,
flourished when'an earlier her gown, which created a cha- Mrs. Horace Crow, the bride's
aunt, from Clarksville, Tennesmarried student complex was pel-length train.
see. Miss Sara Sloss and Miss
of
was
bouquet
filled with Cl sttidents and their
bridal
The
Nancy Sloss, cousins of t h e
families.
white roses, and phalenopsis or- bride from Beaver, Pennsylvan"We just thought it would be chids, with accents of ivy.
Our 'Hostess'
ia, Miss Sharon Haley, Long IsAttending her sister as mat- land, New York, Miss Debbie
fun to develop a green thumb
• IN W. Main Street
Phone 753-2421
Gifts and Inwhile we had the chance," says ron of honor was Mrs. Charles Eldridge, and Miss Ellen Querformation are
Mrs. Nancy Holderman, whose Eldridge, of Houston, Texas. termous, of Murray. The guest
the Key to Your
two children help with the Brides:1111de Were Mrs. James register was kept by Miss Betty
E. Jones, Jr., Lexington, and Bryan of Hopkinsville, a cousin
gardening chores.
Now Community
the groom's sisters, Miss Grace of the bride.
Call
Geneva Kolb, Miss Caroline
Rice bags of pink net and
**
7 3-2373
Kolb and Miss Mary Porter ribbon were presented the
1411 Olive Blvd.
To brighten an oil painting Kolb, all of Mayfield. They wore guests from a white basket trim— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
gowns
of
white
silk
orformal
sponge gently with mild
med with sweetheart roses and
ganize accented with Swiss lace
Truly Fine cleaning
Phone 753-21152
white mums.
soapsuds. Don't soak the canvas.
And, bands of pink grosgrain ribFor their wedding trip, Mrs.
the
surface
Just
lightly
wipe
mmm
lba
in
iusim.
imm
bon. The dresses were fashioned
Kolb wore a brown and white
clean
with lace-trimmed cuffed necklinen suit with an orchid car-

Their wives
don't--complain

Medic Warns
On Stray Pets

•

were featured. She wore
kt an Imoreasive citncteilght sleeves
a matching feather and petal
ceremony solemnized SUnday, creasion headdress, and other
June 8, at two o'clock in the accessories of matching hue.
afternoon In First United MethoFor her son's wedding,the RIOdist Church, Miss Sherry Anne ther of the groom chose a dress of
and
Mr.
of
daughter
INtrnbow,
blue silk crepe with matchMrs, Howell Turnbowhecame the navylace. She wore a headdress
ing
son
bride of Itand.31 Dmnis Orr,
fashioned of white velvet foliage,
of Mr, and Mrs. Ilarvey Orr. and other matching accessories.
The double-ring ceremony was Both mothers wore a corsage of
performed by the Reverend Wade
cymbidium orchids.
Harrison.
Immediately following the cerThe vows were exchanged bea reception was held in the
fore an altar banked in green- emony
Fellowship Hall of the Church.
ery. Tree candelabras holding
ivory cathedral tapers and enwas kept by
twined with boxwood, were plac- The guest register
Smith of Mayed on either side of the altar. Mrs. Joe David
Magnolia leaves covered the field.
Those assisting in serving
chancel rail. A white sunburst
Miss Marilyn Orr, sister
were
daisies,
majestic
of
arrangement
Mike Davis,
and fuji mums,interspersed with of the groom, Mrs. Kay
Garrott,
Paducah, and M ss
greenery, formed the focal point.
Murray.
Family pews were marked with
the couple
After the re
white satin bows centered with
left for a honeymoon in Miami,
green foliage.
in
Nuptial music selections pre- Florida. The bride traveled ensilk knit coat and dress
sented by Mrs. Marvin Harts- asemble in mauve pink, with which
field, organist, were "Because,"
of match"Whither Thou Goest," "I Love she wore accessories
corThee," "I Love You Truly." ing shade, and white. Her from
Miss Deanna Olson sang, "One sage was a gardenia taken
her bridal bouquet.
Hand, One Heart."
Out of town guests were Mrs.
The bride, given in marriage Ernest Parsley Bellflower,
by her father, was radiantly love- Calif.; Mrs. Lloyd Morris, Chily in a formal gown of ivory cago, Illinois; Mrs. A. J. Stanton, Assumption, Ill.; Mr. and
organza poised over ivory peau
de' sole, combined with peau de' Mrs. William Cochran and famange lace encrusted with pearls. ily, Roselle, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
The demi-fitted bodice was fash- Calvin Paschall and Janne, Mr.
ioned entirely of the lace and and Mrs. Albert Gallimore and
featured a square neckline with Tommy, Mr. and Mrs. Butch
long bishop sleeves, with deep Paschall, all of Puryear, Tencuffs, beaded in tiny seeded nessee.
pearls.
Mrs. Wade Harrison, Love- ,
An easy a-line skirt was gent- laceville; Mr. and Mrs. Mike
ly flared and the chapel train of Davis, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Schorganza flowed gracefully from neider, Mrs, Clarence Warble
a large Dior bow of organza. and Billy, Paducah; Miss Kay
The headdress was a Coronet Garrott, Murray; Miss Deanna
styled of imported silk petals in Olson, Vienna, ni.
ivory worwebiliet style- townie*. --The-couple ntill.rotside
was attached a tiered and bouf- ray, where the groom will atfant veil of silk illusion, which tend the University this summer.
was elbow length.
Follow ing the rehearsal on Saturday evening, June 7th, the
The bridal bouquet was fash- groom's parents entertained with
ioned at pale yellow roses, cen- a dinner at the Holiday Inn for
tered with a detaihabre gardenia, the members of the bridal party.
combined with gypsophelia and
satin stream?rs tied in love
knots.
To make an unusual five-inch
The matron of honor, Mrs. bow for a gift package, cut
William Brown of Murray, and ribbon into 14 pieces, each 16 „.
bridesmaids, Miss Ann Schneider, Paducah,and Miss Lynn Bar- inches long. Make a figure eight
ger, Golconda, Illinois, wore from each piece. Moisten and
formal gowns of Degas blue silk secure at the center. Then
,
spendene. Fashioned with empire
and attach one figure.
bodices the gowns featured a moisten
scooped neckline and brief eight crosswise at the center of
sleeves, which were outlined in another. Continue attaching
Ecru Venice lace. Their head- figure eights to the center, -dress was a Dfbr bow of matchcrosswise each time, until the
ing fabric to which a split veil bow is complete.
of illusion was attached. They
** *
carried bouquets of mixed spring
colorful, child-size
Attractive,
flowers, tied with satin streamdishes help to make meals a
era.
Robert W. Adams, Jr., May- happy time. Silver also should be
field, served the groom as best child -size and easy to
man. Groomsmen were Marc
Thomas, Cincinnati, Ohio, and manipulate. Dishes that do not').
Allen Shultz, Denver, Colorado. upset or break spare the child
The mother of the bride chose and family from frustration.
for her daughter's wedding an
small
afternoon frock of summer nile They are difficult for a
green Chantilly lace. Fashioned child to handle. Serve the
in simple shift lines, a soft sherbet type foods in a sauce
roll collar and three quarter dish.
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Let us show you how to pay
off those nagging bills—
with one loan, one payment,
shed to fit your income. It's
•pleasure to talk over money problems where you're
always No. 1—never a sixfigure computer number.
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JULY 7 1969

Miss Sherry Turn how Weds
In Formal June Ceremony

Phone 763-1917 or 753-4947

Miss Jane Eaves Bryan Becomes Bride Of
Frank Johl Kolb III In Lovely Ceremony
At The First Christian Church, Murray
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In Bel-Air Center
Murray
Bob LaMastlis, Ma.
PbOne 753-5573
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Picking a target at 50 yards was reminiscent Uf days in the infantry fur the World War 11 veteran. With M-1 in
hand and dressed in_flightsuit, the Governor felt like a G.I. again on maneuvers with his troops.
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By LOUIS CASSELS
By United Press International
In Columbia, Md., the new
city which is rising midway between Baltimore and Washington,
ground was broken last week for
a building that has revolutionary
significance for the future of religion in America.
The 25,000 square foot building will house under one ,roof
-i-iagagregaeafttie-Rennan. Catholic, Jewish, Methodist,-'Presbyterian, Lutheran, Baptist and
Unitarian faiths.
Each congregation will have
its own clergy, conduct its own
worship services and carry on

dam, LoveMrs. Mike
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Inspecting a gun implacement, the Governor
found time for some G.I. humor. Aware that he
was out of uniform, he asked for a helmet. There
wasn't a spare to be found that fit.
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Good Old
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as if it were operating in a building of its own.
By sharing one physical Plaid,
however, the seven religious bodies will be able to save an enormous amount of money which
otherwise would be spent on mortgage payments, utilities, insurance and maintenance.
This money will be available
for community service projects,
religious education, youth activities and counseling programs.
The Columbia experiment points a way out of one of the most
deplorable situations in American religious life - the preoccupation of most congregations
with real estate.
America's Christians and Jews now have an estimated $80
billion tied up in buildings, most
of which are used only a few
hours a week. And they are adding to this massive investment
in bricks and mortar at a rate
of $1 billion a year.
Because it costs upwards of
$200,000 to build even a modest
church, many congregations find
themselves struggling with heavy
burdens of debt. Energy and concern which ought to be channeled
into the service of humanity are
diverted instead into building
fund drives.
The interfaith venture in Columbia shows how wasteful and unnecessary it is for every congre-gation to erect its own building.
The Columbia structure - known simply as a "religious facilities center" - will be constructed and maintained by a jointly
owned non-profit corporation.
The pioneering design by Boston architect A. Anthony Tappet
provides four worship spaces,
with seating capacities rangin
from 70 to 600. Thus four services can be held simultaneously. With cooperative scheduling,
the center should be able to accommodate 20 or more services
over a weekend.
The center also will provide
office space for all of the participating congregations, and joint-use facilities for suppers,social events, education, drama and
community functions.
The shared facilities concept
obviously is easier to apply in
an area such as Columbia where
a brand new community is being
built. But with imagination and
daring, it also could be applied
in eciantished communities, particularly downtown areas where
land values are high enough to
enable churches entering a joint
facility arrangement to dispose
of their surplus real estate at a
good price.
More than money Is at stake.
Indeed, the greatest value of the
Columbia precedent may be to
remind Americans that a church
is not a place, but a body of
people with it common mission.
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U S PLANE REPORTED DOWN ante plane over Ha Tay prow...
A neW' electnc skillet has
nice southwest of limed Tuesday, the ,country's news agency family-size rapacity .0.1/.' quarLs I,
TOKYO UPI - North Vietna- reported, It said the plane was comes . tO direttifill.41r
mese armed forces shot down the 3,300111 American aircraft avocado or harvest gold and
beat
Ii'.,tures
a
remiivable
an unmanned U. S. reconnaiss- dowiled.

FALMOUTH: Every time Mrs. Thelma
Moore opens her deep freeze, she thinks;
of the Falmouth tornado of 10411.
Thnl's because Mrs. Moore, 51, has
c_arefullv slAtreil away Lwo hailstones the
size of has...halls.
"I picked them up off the lawn after
the storm," said Mrs. Moore, who along
with her littAsmil 11/ohell, 19, runs the
Licking Valley lionrding Horne.
Mrs. Moore added her souvenirs had
shrunk, however.
"They've been In and out of the
freezer so much," she said. "Then once
the freezer went off and they melted a
little."

COMPETITION -11111.1" AMERICA.
MOVE TO HIGHER GUARANTEED INTERACT
JULY STARTS A NEW INTEREST- PERIOD!

PASSBOOKS - - CERTIFICATES

DEPOSIT ANYANYTIME
1131INIT

NATIONS HIGHEST RATE

No Minimum Balance Required!
Withdrawable Dec. 31 (Without Notice)

A man and his wife may have $75,000 Insured by
an Agency of the Federal Government

Regular Savings Earn 4 Y4% (Withdrawable Anytime)

'NOW DEPOSIT ONLY $25-RECEIVE FREE
5-Piece Place Setting of Stainless Tableware or Cutlery
With Each Addit onal Deposit of $25.00, You May Purchase a 5-Piece
Place
Setting of Stainless Tableware or Your Choice of Stainless Cut:ery for The
Complete Your Set • Low
Cost of Just $2.25

are hard to beat," De

farm near
here.
The aged farmer used oxen in
his youth and noted that
144,000 "working oxen" were
in use in 1855.
"There's nothing like oxen
BERWICK,' P. (UPI) —
when
you want to pull out
Edward De Lay. still active as a
!dumps or ,boulders," De Lay
farmer at the-age of 96-, picks
said. `0W11-en oxen put their
i,)xen over horses and tractors
shoulders against those yokes,
k source of power in farming.
something
has to.gixe."
all
them
"I've farmed with
Lay said at his,75-acre

Authentic
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
increased popularity of the
Spanish and Mediterranean
styles of decor has brought an
Increased demand for quarry
tile, says the Die Council of
America. Quarry tile is available
In colors, teitfures and shapes
that add authenticity to these
designs.

BRUCE THOMAS
Branch Manager
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& Loan Officer
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Stars Are
Not Necessary.
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Easy Does It
In Felling lime

leariinig the
hmall er t
Hy DOROTHEA M. BROOKS technique of controll
ing the fall.
NEW YORK (UPI) Of trees And if there's any question
df
and saws, heating and cooling
damage to a nearby huEldng, call
liy RICK DU BROW
some Ups for homeowners:
in an expert.
You've got a tree that has to
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Movie excome down. You've gal a chain
ecutives have learned thi hard
saw, or you can borrow or rent
way that certain so-called big
one. A simple morning's work -Another set of rules — these
box office names don't draw filmif you follow the rules.
from Honeywell, Inc., on getting
goers despite the fact that they
Here they are, outlined by the
the most out of your air
are "stars" and command huge
experts at Omark Industries,
conditioning system:
salaries,
manufacturer of cutting chain:
—Once you start it, let it run.
Motion pictures such as "Bo— First, take a good look at
Put the system into operation at
nnie and Clyde," "Romeo and
the tree you plan to topple. The
the beginning of the hot weather
Juliet," "Goodbye, Columbus"
cutting job will be easier if you
season and don't turn it off until
and "If" have helped prove the
get gravity on your side. Note
fall has arrived for sure. Don't
the way the tree leans and which
point that you don't need allegstop it and open the windows on
edly surefire names to assur
side has the heavier branches.
OUSTER
SOUGHT -- Ninetya mild day or cool evening. That
a hit. If the story and frame—Note weather conditions. If
two of the 135 members of—
FIGHTS BLINDNESS
Ann
will cause the unit to lose
work are strong enought, and
there's a heavy, gusty wind
South Vietnam's House of
Marston, 30, who won the
control of indoor conditions and
the directing is topnotch, stars
world's archery title and the 'blowing, forget the project for force it to work that much Representatives lent their'
are virtually unnecessary, which
the day; you won't be able to
names to a resolution calling
"Miss Michigan" crown 10
harder.
means budget problems are gresafely control the direction of
for resignation of Premier
years ago, is fighting blind—Close doors and windows to
the fall.
atly eased, and the needed gross
ness in Detroit. It was rekeep out heat and humidity, Trun Van Huong (above)
Income to recoup and investment
—Before
you
—111P
begin
r.„.
and his cabinet as inefficient
."
to cut, dust and dirt.
vealed she has spent the last
itt5
clear an escape route for
is much less. And that, in turn, tout
and ineffective.
••••
months going from one
—Keep the sun- out. Shades
means more new. talent can be
yourself on the other side of the
••••••
medical specialist to another
and drapes should be closed on
encouraged.
intended fall path, and at about
seeking a cure for the parall windows and doors not Better Heating-Cooling Council
Television executives may well
a 45-degree angle to the path the
WASH DAY—A South Vietnamese youngster hangs his wash on barbed wire at the Us.
tial blindness that threatsays it's easy to install hot water
protected from the sun.
Special Forces
be learning the same lesson about
tree would take if by some
as at Ben Het, where a long siege was broken by a South Vietnamese
ens her show business career.
heating with modern units.
the
question
chance
—Operate
able valueof"stars"
, relief force supported by heavy air fire.
it fell directly opposite
kitchen
a
Water, in new hydronic
In film series. '1 am not talking
to your plan.
ventilating fan
while you're
systems, is heated in a small,
about variety shows, it should
—Start with an undercut on cooking. Close the doors to the
appliance-styled boiler which
duct rather than for one.
be made clear - for, there is no
the side where you want the tree rest of the house and open a
aim.
can be installed in a closet or
I think I like best the antito topple. Make it by cutting a kitchen window a few inches to
It kind of makes you feel warm doubt that his is the arena of the
crawl space, and pumped
cigarette cciinmercial that has
diagonal slice downward about a replace the air remined by the
all over about American adver- star performer who sings, danthrough finger-size tubing to
a Western setting, and some
ces or clowns: the Red Skeltons,
third of a way into the trunk fan. Remember a stove, with all
tising.
baseboard
heating
mean-looking apparent gunmen
panels
Jackie Gleasons, Dean Martins,
and then a horizontal one to burners going, releases more heat
mounted on wails tnrougnout
heading for a showdown. What
And I admit there are certain
complet
than
a two or three-ton cooler
e the notch.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Miklicg
happens, of course, is that everyfew stars, such as Lucille Ball, beautiful music on the
—Begin your main cut on the could remove if it did nothing the house. The tubing is snaked
family
through walls and closets, and
one starts coughing from the
who pull their weight in film piano depends not only
on the opposite side, about two inches else.
cigarette-smoking, It is funny Norwegian Cruises
the
entire system can be
series just as in the movies quality of its mechanism
—Save house cleaning chores
but above the bottom of the notch.
and sharply done, but the messinstalled
without breaking
STAVANGER, Norway (UPI) there are Barbara Streisand and
also on its styling — ask any Do not saw completely through such as mopping and washing
age is crystal clear that the — About 40 tourist Briers from Steve McQueen.
through
walls,
or ripping up
but
window
leave
s
for
a
cool
enough wood to act as
day. They
homemaker who has tried to fit
reel killers are cigarettes.
15 nations will visit the fjords of
.For the most part, though, a big old upright into an elegant a hinge to guide the tree as it can release moisture faster than floors.
By RICK DU BROW
Quick
Just about as effective in its western Norw4 this summer. the story and structure
response
to
falls.
the cooler can remove it in yen,
are the 12 by 14 foot room.
tempera
advertis
ture
demands of the
ing
style
is
the
More
commer
than
100
truises
have
things
been
hot
—When
weather
in
video series that tell
the tree begins to
HOLLYWOOD UPI - It is a
.
thermostat makes it possible to
cial that uses the song "Smoke reported to the country's tourist a tale. Consider,
bend, pull your saw free and
for instance,
supreme irony that the power
Time was when a lavishly
bring up heat quickly in a house
Gets In Your Eyes" as a back- organizations.
* * *
move away quickly along your
the huge success of "Peyton decorate
of advertising, which for so long
d spinet or harpsichord
that's empty most of the week
ground,
and,
while
showing
scenprepared
Place,"
although people
route. If the tree is
generated phony glamor around
The ships come from the
like graced the music salon in the
and adding anti-freeze solution
es that parody the glamor - cigcigarette smoking, now is making
United States, Britain, West and Mia Farrow had no names or mansions of the rich. Later, the large and the weight of it has
Wish you could use your to the system protects
arette ads, recites facts about
it against
pinched
star
the
power
saw,
when
It seem a truly unpleasant habit.
you'll have to summer place year-around
it began. The grand piano took its place in the
East Germany, Italy, and the
? The freeze-ups.
smoking that put a chill through
drive in a wedge to release it.
For who can deny that, in the
Soviet Union, Poland and several original "star," remember, was large living room.
you.
Once you have freed the saw,
Dorothy Malone.
past year or so, the anti-smoking
other nations.
.
Today, many enjoy leisure
One of the wisest types of
drive wedges in deeper to finish
"The Big Valley" had a nice hours
commercials on television-sponthe
cozy
surroun
in
dings
a.nti-cigarette commercials has
tipping it.
run as a western, but though
sored by Heart and Cancer asof the den, the contemporary,
been the kind that uses athletes Speedup
Barbara Stanwyck was the star, compact
sociations, and other organizat—Once the tree is down, saw
combina
tion
music
of
speaking up against smoking.
ions - have been mightily effecSAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — and always a good one, the show room, library and sewing room. the trunk into sections by
These ads have usually been
tive in changing the mood-of the
undercutting where the trunk is
A research project tha't took never got very high ratings. On
simple and direct, without much
market?
partially supported above
months or years before40e Uni- the other hand, 4en Berry, a
As a result, the upright piano
medium-sized name in show busAll of the campaign stems bas- of the sophistication of the more versity of California's
ground by limbs or uneven
Langley
undergo
has
evolutio
ne
an
n,
clever
commerc
•
ials
- but for that
ically from the report of the
terrain. In limbing fallen trees,
Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute iness, moved into the "Mayberry changing from the
....owe*.....It...ft
reason,
tall-backed
they
.
seem
perfect
a
way
R.F.D."
U. S. surgeon general's office.
series, and it remainthe work will go more easily if
installed a computer can now be
version found in dancing schools
to
address
youngst
ers
listenin
g
But regardless of the specific
you undercut about a third of
completed in between five min- ed very strong in popularity. to the lower-conto
ured console
It is inconceivable tome,along
facts concerning dangers from to their sports heroes.
the way through heavy branches
utes and one and one.half dirs.
in vogue today.
For
the
real
aim
of
most
of
these
lines, to imagine Mat Gene
cigarette smoking, it was really
at
a point an inch ahead of
Much
of
the
informa
tion on
the anti-cigarette commercials
Perusing the catalogs of a
,vip to the ingenuity of American
where the downward cuts will
every new admission within the Barry can draw any appreciable
00-year-old
1
has
been to scare off youngsters
piano company
advertising to make this message
come through.
past year has been computerized, audience to "The Name of The
not yet taken up with the habit.
(Estey) reveals some amazing
•of latent harm effective.
'"••-•
— Use care. Don't let your saw
replacing parts of the previous Game." But Brian Keith, SebDO'S AND DON'TS
If some hooked smokers also
style
changes
in
that
time.
Since cut through
And no one can say that Amer.
charts. The new system is used astian Cabot and a couple of kids
ON OUTSIDE
into soil or pebbles
!decided to quit, that's all right
its founding, this company has
advertising is lacking -even
or it soon will have a dull chain.
primarily for epidemiological re- are doing fine in "Family Affspecialized in the so-called
air
—•
'when it goes out against a pro- with the advertisers also, but search and planning services.
And keep the chain sharp; you'll
realistically this is a secondary
uprigh
t
piano and
has cut faster and with
"The Mod Squad," which held
less effort if
DO'S:
up in the ratings, had three un- concentrated its efforts on
INSTALL WEATHERrefining
this
instrum
ent
both
you file it every two or three
knowns as the youthful leads,
PROOF OUTLETS ON
DON'TS
hours. Keep the chain and bar
The Doris Day Show had a big esthetically and musically.
FOUNDATION WALLS.
Modern technology provides a well lubricat
DON'T SPUCE UNDERGROUND
star, but has yet to pay real
ed while cutting and
WIRES, EXCEPT IN JUNCTION
dividends in the ratings because musical instrument in cabinet have the chain
wrectly
LAY A BED OF SAND IN
BOXES ABOVE GROUND.
of a mishandled approach that stylings to suit any home — sleek tensioned, just tight enough so
TRENCH FOR DRAINAGE
contemporary, elegant that it
can be freely pulled by
is being altered, perhaps in time.
ON TOP OF WIRE LAY
DON'T LEAVE SOCKETS
traditio
nal,
homey
colonial
,
BOARD TO PREVENT
By MEL HEIMElt
EMPTY OR OUTLETS
hand around the bar.
There were no real stars in
Spanish
Mediterr
BIG, LOW-KEY Richard Boone, the Califoranean, French
ACCIDENTAL CUTTING.
UNCOVERED
—A final word of caution:
"The Virginian" or "The BeverHa 268
nian who for four years now has lived in Hawaii
Provincial, Italian Renaissance; dop't
ly Hillbillies" or "Bewitched"
tackle a very large tree
--interrupting his sailing and fishing now and
first time 'out! Get experience on
or "Star Trek" or "Get Smart" just name it.
K .
••••f a 41,411.014.•
then to come Stateside and Make some movie
or, originally, in "Bonanza" or
money—paused in New York just before plan"Gotner Pyle" or, say, the Dick
NS
,
ing back to the islands, and took a good, hard,
Van Dyke Show. And yet they are
thoughtful look at television today. He didn't
only a handful of the shows that
see much.
have gone on the air without star
"Of course, it depends on what TV aspect
protection.
you take," he said. "The musical and variety
Of course there are a few
shows, well, they've improved tremendously,
which I suspect traces back to 'That Was the
such as Raymond Burr "IronWeek That Was. The situation comedy and
side" and Rogert Wagner in "It
drama series? About the same as always,
Takes a Thief' and Fuss Parker.
BEGINS MONDAY MORNING
I'd
judge.
in "Daniel Boone" and there is
AT 8:30 O'CLOCK
"It's in the field of straight drama, serious
a place for certain stars. But
plays and so on, that we come to a disaster
many performers who don't
area. It's se depressing that it makes you
shuddraw flies at the box office are
der. I honestly believe that if Studio One
and
being allowed to ride on reputatPlayhouse 90 were to be created now, at
this
ions
built solely on exposure,
particular time, they couldn't get on the
air."
yAtile young talent is held back
• • •
ADAMS AGAIN OFFERS DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS ON WOMEN'S, CHILD
as a result. But maybe that's
BOONE, of course, has credentials to qualiREN'S AND MEN'S SHOES
the name of the game,
fy as at least a reasonable expert
and critic.
He has some 500 TV shows under his
belt, including two years of "Medic" and six
of "Have
Gun, Will Travel." He has directed 37
television
— plays, including, -Aix --iNt -"The
The Channel Swim: "Here CoRialat Boone
Show," the hour-long dramatic series
me the Seventies," a two-and-athat
marked his last sizeable chunk of
half-hour news special reviewing
performing
In the medium.
"We are trying to do something and
the 1960s as a basis for projectwe had
good shows and fine casts." Boone
ing developments of the next
remembers,
"but we only lasted a year. Maybe
decade, will be broadcast by
you wouldn't
believe the program, the one we were
NBC-TV in prime time Oct. 7
bucking
in the time slot that sank us:
'Petticoat Junc...The challenge of the mass
tion.' All we could figure was; those
Neilsen
media to the traditional influenrating meters must have been located
in an
ce of home, school and church
Richard Seam is sticking pretty much
odd area."
in American life will be the
to movios these days, but het took time
His withdrawal from television has
been alsubject of NBC-TV's "Directioout to do on anti-smoking documontary
most complete. As a favor to a
friend, he did
for Hie U.S. Public Health Service.
one "Cimarron Strip," and a few
ns" on July 13.
months back
he got hip-deep in a documen
Self-help projects in poverty
tary for the U.S.
rolling his eyes. "I thought I had died and gone
Public Health Service called "The
Mark Waters
to heaven." He then became John Gielgud's areas of the United States are
Story," an anti-smoking tape you
BRING
WOMEN'S SHOE,
may be seeing
understudy in Broadway's "Medea" and began studied in a four-part series of
SPLIT
one of these months if there's
an ETV station
becoming a regular on the big Ty dramatic CBS-TV's "Look Up and Live"
In your neighborhood.
starting Sunday, with program
shows.
A
• • •
"What fantastic vitality ad enthusiasm focusing on southeastern Iowa,
THE
MEN'S SHOES
"I DON'T think I ever will return
Mississi
ppi
River
there
Delta,
was
the
then!"
he recalls. "And what players.
to TV regularly." Boone said, "even if someone
I remember we once did a pilot for a proposed Spanish - Americans in New MexFRIEND
laid a
gilt-edged, marvelous series in front
series about boxing, and the cast included Mar-, "fco and American Indians in Oklaof me. It's
SAVINSS
just as simple as—what can it do
Ion Brando, Lee Tracy, Audrey Christie, J. homa
CHILDREN'S SHOES
. Broadway star Gwen
for me? TV
really helped build my career, it gave
Edward
Brombe
rg
and
me-and we couldn't Verdon and producer-writer Garme a lot
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
of money in *the bank and I
sell it." The play was the thing in those days; son Karlin are guests on ABClearned a great
deal in technique and disciplin
WOMEN'S NATURALIZER LIFE
Boone remembers he'd do a bit part in a Kim
e from it.
TV's Dick Cavett show Monday,
STRIDE
MISS AMERICA
Stanley starrer, Or vies versa.
-But now—T weltave
one all that, and I don't
MEN'S - Pr_IBLEE PEDWI
N
Just finished work in two major films, "The
see lite sense In returnin
g to do some more."
CHILDREN'S BUSTER BROWN
s
Kremlin Letters" and, "The Arrangement,"
ROBIN HOOD
An aerial gunner ih a
Pacific torpedo squadALL SALES FINAL - NO
Boone misses only one thing about TV, comEXCHANGES NO REFUNDS
ron during World War it—he
was torpedoed on
pared with movies—the pace. "Doing
the carrier Intrepid.
only one California,
bombed on the EnteriSriee
two movie_ scenes a day drives me up
or
and kanikikazeed on the
U17..
Hancock—Boone went
wall," he said candidly. He, his wife, the former Here We Come
virtually right from the
famed Neighborhood
SAN FRANCISCO , UPI1 —
Claire
McAloon
,
a
onetime ballet dancer, And
Playhouse into summer stock
theziter and then
An estimated 37 million outtheir son Peter, live on the main island
.ITV sportscasting job
of
with Jack Sterling at
a-staters will be visiting CaliHawaellthough Peter goes to school
a week. "Seventy-live
across
a week?" he grinned,
fornia by 1975, says the Nathe water in Honolulu.
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ADAMS DOES THE UNUSAL AGAIN

JULY 7th

-414,.r DAYS -

, ONE NICKEL

SHOE SALE

Buy One Pair At The Regular Price.. . Select
Second Pair of Your Choice for Only 5c Buy for
two members of the family.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALO

MAST liFURGUSON hay Wait
and New-Holland rake in good
condition. Can be seen after
4:20 p.m or call Puryear WM& John McCuisten, Pinyon
Route 2.
ITMC

BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home on large lot. All
electric, central air and heat
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
753-7525.
August-6-C

NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters, TODAYS SPECIAL! Nice two82HP gear box, stump jumper bedroom home close to downand solid tail wheel. Heavy en- town Murray, lot 65' x 150'
ough to cut 4" bushes, gedis with shade and zoned for busienough to cut your lawn. f ness, just been remodeled, new
pick-up models, $325.013. Also plumbing, including fixtures,
4' pick-up and 5' pull modals. rewired and electric heat, carVinson Tractor Co., 7511-4892. pet throughout, possession with
Arly MC deed, any reasonable bid will
be considered.
ALSO 70 acres of open land on
Kentucky Lake, all fenced, about half cleared in bottom,
FOR SALE
the other half rough as a cob.
Used & Reconditioned
Has two springs and a well,
cattle farm. Possession
ideal
AIR
with deed and only $8,000.00.
FOR ALL your Real Estate and
Insurance needs call, GALLO.
Also New
WAY INSURANCE and Real
Estate Agency, Murray, KenJ-7-C
tucky, Phone 753-5842.
New Oeneerd Read
45 ACRES on blacktop, 11 miles
Prune 153-3175
west of Murray. 6-room home,
barns, and well.
113 FT T. V. A. lake front,
REPOSSESSED 1969 Zig-Zag phone, electric and water available, zoned commercial.
sewing machine in modern conGROCERY with living quartsole. Makes buttonholes, mono- en, on main
highway, 1 acre
grams,- blind stitches without lot.
$269.for
new
attachments. Sold
UNITED FARM Agency, 2 miles
50. Will sacrifice for $42.50 or south on U. S. 641, Phone
753$5.00 per month. Phone 753- 5067.
3-8-C
3-8-P
6653.

No

268

WANTED: day took. Will train.
Inquire at Geno's Italian Restaurant, Dixieland Shopping
3-8-C
Center after 5:00 p. m.
APPLICATIONS are now being taken for a full time man
in the automative and sporting goods department at Big K.
J-8-C
Apply in person.

DIESEL MECHANIC
or

Experienced General

AUTO MECHANIC

McCuiston
Auto Electric

Ropft to Box 32K

FOUR NEW 1969 Zig-Zag sewing machines with 20 year guarantee. These nationally adverUsed sewing machines will make
buttonholes, sew on buttons, sew
over pins, and sew many crestive designs without using attachments, and will be sold for
only $31.90 each. Terms can
be arranged. For free trial call
Paducah 442-8605 collect.
3-10-C

c/o Ledger & Time/
Murray, Ky.
j7c
WANTED: The Palace Drive-In
is open 24 hours each day. We
have some full time jobs available on the day shift, evening
shift and night shift. Apply in
person only. Palace Drive-In at
F've Points
J-9-C
FOR RUNT

COUN1RY CLUB
ESTATES
King Size Lots
200 x 300

$3,000
Call 753-6977
m -w-f

s5s.39

rS

CRO-SSWORD PUZZLE

COMPRESSORS

1968 SINGER Style-O-Matk and
desk-makes buttonholes, sews
on buttons, monograms, ow,.
broiders, appliques, and sews cOMMERCIAL BUILDING for
creative designs without win sale or rent, 2600 square feet.
' attachments. Ten year guaran- give miles out of Murray on a
tee, full price only
main highway. Call 753-8508 or
or $5.45 per month, terms. For days 753-8004.
J-11-C
free home trial call Paducah
DOWNSTAIRS
apartment,
four
442-8605 collect.
3-10-C
rooms, electric heat, two blocks
WORK MULE. Phone 753-2987. from University. Prefer coup3-7-C le. Telephone 753-1503. 3-6C
BRACE yourself for a thrill the
first time you use Blue Lustre
NOTICE
to ..clean rugs. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. J-12-C ELECTROLUX SALES & SerCHROME TABLE and f o n vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
chairs.
Excellent condition. IL Bandms- Phone 3824176,
July8-C
j.p.c Lynnville, Ky.
Phone 753-5686.

GROUND
41CTION

KELP WANTED

NEW MOBILE HOME for rent
12' x 56'. Nicely furnished, air
conditioned. Located on shady
No children or pets, couple
only. References required. Contact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
Furniture or call 7534586, be
tween 8:00 a. is. and 5:30 p. a.
only.

kit

TIC

HOUSES
and
FURNISHED
apartments for boys summer
and fall semester. Phone 75E5863 days - 753-5105 after 3
p.m.
TIC
TWO - BEDROOM apartment
Air-conditioner, carpets, age
tic kitchen, cavort. Call 755N175.
TIC

ACROSS
1 Play area
6 Aptitude
11 Placard
12 Lifted
14 Girl's name
15 Pitchers
17-Hebrew letter
18 Footlike part
19 Journeyed
forth
20 Weaken
21 plural ending
22-Renowned
23 Mixture
24 Saint (abbr )
25 Hold on
property
26-Jet forth
27-Pinochle term
28-Prophet
29 Lifts with
lever
31-Graceful bird
32-Pronoun
34-Period of
fasting
35-Food
programs
36-Babylonian
deity
37-Inquire
38-Diminishes
39-Chapeau
40-Pronourr
41-Proof reader's
mark
42 Wash
43-Nullify
45 Football
team
47 Lavishes
fondness on
48 Memoranda

3-Greek letter
4 french
article
-5-Envism:ined
&Liberated
7 Fat of swine
8 Three toed
sloths
9-Exists
10-Mend
11-Metal tubes
13-Railroad
station
16-Singing
bird
19-Fall short
20-Calumniate
22-Group of ships
23-Unlocks
26-Chairs
27 Valuable fur

turaay.sPuzais

MOW ODOM
30000 poem
MROOOM mama
mon OUMM BOO
0000 DU
nn unno 0000M
BOMU 0360
HOOCIR DOJO MD
00001 WOO GOO
DOW 00M1I 00MO
000BOU 002000
MUM OMM30
MEW OgRO
7

28 Sugar coat
29 Unadorned
30 Remained at
ease
31-Take ones
Part
32-Lifts with
exertion

33 Consumed
35 Challenges
38-Doom
39 Possess
*1 Household pet
42 Permit
44 Proceed
46 Behold,

t4
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BARREN RIVER STATE PARK, shown in the architect's drawing, is discussed
at award-of-contracts meeting in Frankfort by State Parks Commissioner Robert Gable, left, and Gene McAdoo, seated; and Charles M. Koenig, left, and Joe
M. Tipton, standing. Gov. Louie B. Nunn's office announced the codtracts, totalling $1,676,467, went to McAdoo Contractors, Union City, Tenn.; Koenig Brothers, Louisville, and the H & H Electric Co., Bowling Green. McAdoo, Koenig, and
Tipton respectively represented the contracting firms.
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BOMBAY, India (UPI) -"There isn't a lock made under
the tun I can't pick," says Aziz
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
7
Khan. The claim is intriguing
because Aziz is only 13 years old
The Reason
the low-water mark on the - and honest.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - Indiana-Ohio
He started picking locks when
-Illinois shorelines.
Tourists coming to Kentucky are- VisitJrs to Holland
he was five. Now he works
puzzled by the fact that the
professionally with his father in
state's welcoming signs are
their open-air locksmith's shop.
THE HAGUE (UPI) placed on the north side of the
Young Aziz has become so
Foreigners spent 4,742,000
Ohio River.
skilled his father takes most days
Under 18th century nights in Holland in 1968, a net off, and Aziz earns more money
agreements, the Commonwealth increase of more than 100.000 in one day than his father earns
of Kentucky owns the river to over 1%7.
1-Woods
2-Doctrines

workshop and manufacture safes
in a montb.
"This boy has ail x-ray and locks with many people
vision," one client said. "He working under me," he said.
seems to see through the metal
body of a lock."
Another client reported: "It Travel Tip
doesn't take him more than two
WASHINGTON (UPI) minutes to open a multi-lever 'Always leave an itinerary and
lock. And he does it while giving time table with family, relatives,
you all the gossip of the town." neighbors or the office when
Aziz baffles mechanics, going on a long-distance
several of whom have offered motoring trip.
him well-paid jobs. A circus
Emergencies sometimes make
wanted to hire and bill him as it essential to locate a traveler as
"India's youngest Houdini."
quickly as possible, says the
The lad, his eyes on an American Automobile
independent business, has turned Association, and even a rough
down all outside offers.
estimate of a traveler's
"I would rather have a big whereabouts can help.

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®
PEANUTS
(IT SAkg. HERE
THAT SOME SCHOLARS
FEEL THAT BEETHOVEN
(.JA SLACK

REALLY 7

ii S P.0 ON -AA A.AftiAmon•A
LA.4.4 iloeso• SA**. Ac

DO YOU MEAN 15 TELL ME"THAT
ALL THESE YEARS I'VE BEEN
PLAYING "GOUL " MUSIC?

TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, air-conditioned, Wove,
refrigerator. Couples or teachers only. Phone 753-2898. 3-9-C
10' WIDE air-conditioned trail
er. Phone 753-2930 after 4:00
p. is. Will accept girls. Brandon Dill.
TIC

7- 7

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

SPACE AVAILABLE, Coach
Estates Mobile Home Subdivision, South 16th Street. 925
month. Includes city water,
SIXTEEN registered Jersey heisewage, garbage pickup. Paved
fers, seven heavy springers, all
NUTICE
I'LL HAVE A
streets. Phone 753-3855. 3-8-C
are artifically sired. James
Applications will be acDRINK,PLEASE)
Foster, five miles west of Ha- cepted at the Health De- 50' x 10' HOUSE TRAILER. Airzel, phone 492-8490.
.14-C partment for Registered conditioning. 24 miles from
Nurse and Public Health Murray. $70 a month rent.
LIVING ROOM furniture, TV, Nurse
positions. Experience Phone 753-6231.
3-8-C
twin size bed. Call 753-8648 af- In
Public Health is desirable
ter seven p. m.
34-C but not
required. Applica- NICE 1967 ALL-ELECTRIC Iwo
DALMATION PUPPIES for sale. tion forms and additional in- bedroom trailer, air-conditionExcellent bloodlines. AKC Re- formation can be secured by ing, water furnished. Located at
gistered. Telephone 642-3151, coming to the Health De- Lakeway Mobile Home. No pets.
L E MON ADE
Paris, Tennessee.
3.12-NC partment. Completed appli- Call 753-4467 for appointment.
cations will be accepted thru
J-8-C
July 15th., 1969.
3-8C FOUR ROOM furnished upstairs
1954 TRI-PACER for sale. 135
apartment. carpeting, air conH. P., 200 hours since major
overhaul, Mk III radio, good
ditioning, all electric. Seen by
appointment at 713 Elm Street.
fabric, full panel, new upholsNo pets. Phone 753-4467. 3-8-C
tery and carpet, good tires,
based at Kentucky Dam Airport.
No Jobs to Smalf or Largo
Best offer over $3500. Contact
to be Appreciated
The cuttlefish, -a-relative of
Bob Elliott, Calvert City, Ky.
Free Estimates
the squid and„ootopus, camou:
July8-P
Contact:
flages itself by changing color
NO CANNERY --NO
CROCHETED Afgans. Call 435in two-thirdsof a second.
3OE3--AND THAT ADDS
FURTHER
NOTICE
a„,
UNTIL
"CLOSED
5301.
3-8-P
UP TO-NO BREAO!!
*5 *
AND 17'5 516NED;THE mANA6EMENT,
BY OWNER: Three - bedroom
CRABTREE CORNERS
Dwight TY-Elierihovver was
CRABTREE CORNERS'.
brick on Keeneland Drive. ExCANNERY";
CANNERY
the first president of 10 states.
tras including separate paneled Between 5:00 a. in. and
JASPER H466-10ive, PREs.
family room; carpeting through5:00 p.
out; avacado refrigerator, range
and dishwasher; disposal; large
landscaped lot. Under $23,000.WANTED TO RENT
00. Phone 753-7424.
3-8-C
LAKESIDE HOUSE is desired
by faculty member during school
year only. Should be avail
SERVICES OFFERED
able for occupancy from approxUGHT HAULING and odd job imately September through May
work. Phone 4364482. July-7-P or first week of June. Phone
782-4193 between 8:30 a. in.
SEWING in my home. Also will and 4:00 p. in. Monday through
color your portraits. Call 492- Friday.
, July-7-C
8438.
1-7-C
WANTED, House, unfurnished,
WILL DO bush-hogging. Phone In or near Murray. Call 753753-1203 or 753-8311.
3-7-C 4865.
14-C
-AND THAT MY
SAM HARRIS Water Service,
AUTOS POlt RALE
FEE HAS BEEN
Murray, Ky., Route 5, phone
PAID IN ADVANCE
753-8061. "Pure City Drinking 1068 DODGE Charger, 440 magFORGET I'M THE
num engine. White with black
Water".
EV A CERTAIN
WORLD'S MOST
vinyl top, power steering and
SOMESWEET
EXPENSIVE DIVORC
ALL SMALL appliances and stereo. Price $2100.00. Phone
ONEpower mowers repaired, heating 753-8806.
- 3-7-C
c...LAWNIER
!
elements on electric ranges in
MUDD BALL-Ktahy 2k.nder1965
CHEVROLET
truck, clean 40n, 15, looged like this (top
your home, band gaws filed
Call 753-6087.. 512 rear, South and.. in good Mapes Phone 753- left)
,when she started play3-9-C ing (lower) In a,two-ton pile
12th.
3-12-P 4647.
of mud during a Mudd Ball
*
at a branch YMCA in SS,
The 'first successful applicaand came out looking
Louis,
LOST & FOUND
tion of an artificial heart-lung
like this (upper right. The,
machine was in 1954..
high school students particiLOST: Ladies wallet at South
* * *
pating bought ticket* With
Sitreet Ice machine. Reward.
7
dine Baker, 314 Irvin Ave • The Dutch. granted indeperk, the proceeds-goinf to ,the
3-74' donee to Indonesia in
Service.
Phone 763-8324.
World
INCA
1,49.
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Fourteen Die
(Continued From Page One)

SANDIA RASE, Albuquerque, N. M. - Army Maier General Edward H. deSaussure
(left), Commanding Officer of the Defense Atomic Support Agency's Test Command, pins the
insignia of a Navy Lieutenant (Junior Grade) on the uniform of Thomas R. Madison in promotion ceremonies at Sandia Rase. Mrs. Medi. on assists with the pinning.
The myth, Promoted lieutenant (lunior grade) is assigned at this loint service installation as a program director In Test Command's Directorate of Test Operations.
A native of Paducah, he is the son of Thomas P. Madison, Sr., 133 Reidland Drive,
Paducah, and. /963 graduate of 1•4ayfield High School. He attended Union University In Jackin chemistry and
son, T•11f1., and Murray State Universes,. Mgr ray, and holds B.S. degree
_
_
mathematics.
February. i%$
In
I.,
R.
Newport
at
service
mIlltorY
Lieutenant Madison entered active
and was commissioned there the following June.
He Is married to the former Andrea Sykes, daughter of Dick Sykes, New Concord
Rood, Murray. The couple resides on base at 117 11th Loop and has a two-months-old son,
Thomas Ford Madison.

Hotel Fire At
Bowling Green
Claims One Life
iii iwliNil tatKEN, Ky (1114)
A final sraireh of the ruins 'if
he Mallilaril lintel here Sunday
Indicated only u,IIe prreon died
in the l5tal,0110 fire.
The victim was Mt-tallied act
William l'erry Cooper, 54, a
night clerk and permanent resident of the hotel, which was dc•
stroyed by fire Saturday.
Mrs. Maxine Jones, 50, a cook
at the hotel's restaurant and also is permanent rieddent, was
listed. in "very poor" condition
at Bowling Green - Warren
County Hospital today. She suffered back injuries when she
jumped from a second-story window to escape the blaze.
Three occupants of the hotel
and two city firemen required
treatment for smoke inhalation
but were released.
The fire broke out in the sec.
cnd story of the hotel about
quickly
and
mid-afternoon

4

awned In several street level
abates Ja liet.„„saine building.
VIrmiern frtim five city cow
punier battled the bleu, for al,
moat two (inure.
Also gutted by, Use fire were
a jewelry store, hearing aid renter, electronfrs xtiop and a Western Union office.
ge4irge M. Willbunson, owner
of the building, said approximately 30 persona were registered
al the 65-room hotel on the day
of the fire

The last known address of
Mrs. Hampton was 424 West
Hose Hill Avenue, Kirkwood,
Mo., according to Missouri authorities.
w
••
Jack Henry has had numerous arrests for suspected stealing, suspected armed robbeiy,
uttering a forged instrument,
and possible possession of burglar Lools, according to the Missouri authorities as related to
tne local sheriff.
Henry has served Ve years
in the penitentiary for uttering
a forged instrument and 4'z cording to information from
years in a Missouri penitentiary :dissouri relayed to Sheriff Stubfor burglarly and stealing, ac blefield.

Unit,

Federal Hog
Market Report

SE

Federal State Market News
Service 7-7-69 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Rece:pts 1013 Head, BarrAys
and Gilts 25 cents-I/drier; S.sys;
Steady.
US 2-3 200-260 lbs $25.50-26,00,
F 'e !-2 $26.25;
US 2-4 190-240 Liss *25.00-25.50;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.25-25.00;
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $24.00-24.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $20.75-21.50:
US 1-3 300 550 lbs $20.00-20.75;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.00-20.00.
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CELEBRATES GRAND OPENING
Of New Professional Washer at The

STORY AVE. COIN LAUNDRY-

100 FREE PRIZES
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Dundee Quality Damask Rose

TOWEL SETS

(RETAIL VALUE _

111.40).

Each set contains: 2 Bath Towels,*HOW
Hariii Towels and 2 Wash Cloths

Pamela
school th
well earl
She has
MSU.

All You Need To Do Is Register
at any

That 14
enough
ciody.

BOONE COIN LAUNDRY

Lady the
ever the
wind ant
of the I*
her. To
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Winners will be announced in the Ledger & Times each Tuesday. Remember, register as ..
many times as you wish each week!

Did mak
puny

We miss
by Mrs. 1
Fourth.']
many th
up.

for 2 weeks

50 WINNERS EACH WEEK

'andturned

FRED'S REPAIR
SERVICE _
s

Prizes must be picked up at the Boone Coin Laundry on Story Avenue.

•
•

^

Join the teusands Who enjoy doing -their own
professionally... the Boone
Coin Laundry way... Prove it to yourself and see that Boone's Coin Laundries
really do wash better for leas.

• 13th & Main

: 6th & Poplar
•

OONE S
WASH BETTER FOR LESS
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BOONE'S

Hospital Report

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

24-Hour Service

Three Persons

two, hell tool VIE 13 Iii closeigri
a Mot
And a WIMPY bag fr
1, accord
f
11011111 I 'MIA we
mg to the sheriff
Sheriff Stubblefield checked
limit len
with SikeNt'ot, Mit ,
and said that on May 4, lune,
the Hampton* were g•harged
with four counts of burgiurly
and stealing, destroying private
property, and paalselinion of burgarly tools. Another charge against Hampton was for *tealing under $5000 and stealieg
over $50.00 from IMO to July
2, 1969, according to Missouri
authorities.

It teak
time to
about '
the ea;
years,

Arrest Made

••
•••
••••

11/11U,4_

OLINTUCKY

tia, a -twin enginegt propeller. (Continued Prom Page Oni)
type craft operated by Air
alerted by local authorities to
South, a assaH feeder ahline
be on the heikout foe them.
and charter air service.
Saturday afternoon llit
None of the victims was iden- _lade
Sheriff Calton Morgan and
puty
tified and Robert Dick, vice prePolig•t•ingle Dale Spatin
sident of Air South, said it may City
went to Princeton and returned
identibe late today before the
:he three Abject* to the Calties are released.
lowey County jail.
The crew consisted of a pilot
The three were reported to
pasco-pilot.
and
There were 12
he driving a 1969 Chevrolet Masengers, one of them believed
libuu S.S. Coupe, according to
to be an Air Force colonel.
ihe affidavitl signed after the
Begun
Investigation
theft of the machines.
The National Transportation
Sunday after a search warBoard in Washington sent in a
rant was obtained, the car was
10-man investigating team and
civil defense units under the
direction of the Federal Aviat• drove and walked.
The plane came in low over
ion Administration moved floodabandoned farmhouse and
an
lights into the area.
The force of the explosion- the impact of the crash and exone witness said he thought the plosion was so intense that it
plane blew up just before slam- blew bits of human flesh and
ming down in a grassy pasture parts of the aircraft through
h.-scattered bits of bodies, tan- windows and • against inside
gled pieces of wreckage and walls.
The area where the plane
pieces of clothing over t h e
made its initial impact dug a
countryside.
Newsmen arriving at the crater four feet deep, 20 feet
scene by a backwoods dirt road long and about five feet wide in
'had to be careful where they the ground.

Mrs. Jewell Outland, Rte. 5, Murray; Wiley P. Outland, Rte. 6,
Murray; Mrs. David Sykes, 15
Orchard Heights, Murray; Mrs.
(Continued From Page One)
JULY 3, 1969
Louise Marshall, 206 Woodlawn
Murray; Jessie Simmons, Box
es the rain clouds.
ADMISSIONS
74, Hazel; Mrs. Josephine Prit-chett & Baby Girl, Rte,1, Benton;
We have a box of fine worms
Master Jody Dale Anderson, Mrs -Bros Schoader, Rte. 1,
which were donated to us. They Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Linda
Dexter; May Andrus, 1108 West
form a part of our Oscar's diet.
Girl, Rte. 1, Har- Poplar St., Murray:
Baby
&
Odom
eat
would
We wondered how he
din; Lindsy E. Roberts, Rte. 4,
them and he showed us. He just
Mrs. Jewell Hazel Outgrabs one end and pulls it in Murray;
Rte,
land,
5, Murray; Mrs. Ruby
like spaghetti.
Schroader, Rte, I, Dexter; Mrs. ADULTS 80
NEWBORN 5
Oscar will eat anything that Frances Jerri Erwin, Rte, 2,
JULY 5- 1969
Or15
Sykes,
Diane
Mrs.
Hazel;
green
huge
a
him
Gave
moves.
Caterpiller yesterday and a chard Heights, Murray; Mrs. •
ADMISSIONS
Grasshopper. Incidentally Grass- Mary Anne Copeland, Rte. 2,
hoppers are out in full force Kirksey; Mrs. Vannie Grogan,
Wilson Styles, 1205 Peggy Ann
Rte. 3, Murray; Walter Key,
now.
414 South 8th St., Murray; Baby Drive, Murray; Rex Jackson, HaA huge Beetle lying on the pa- Boy Downey, Poplar St., Murray; rdin; Mrs. Norma Copeland,Rte.
tio on his back. Those big Beet- Miss Ethel Parker (To Cony. 1, Muiray; B. C. Smith, Rte. 2,
les get on their backs and just Div.), 823 North 19thSt., Murray: Asheboro, North Carolina; Mrs.
Wanda K. Birdsong,Golden Pond;
can't turn over on a smooth
Amos McCarty, 2710 North 12th,
DISMISSALS
surface. On the ground, they
Murray; Mrs. Eula McCarty,
lliVe better luck because they
Mrs. Marjorie Hatton,802 Sha- 220 North 12th, Murray;Prentice
can pleb onto blades of grass,
roots, etc.
rpe St., Murray; Mrs. Mable Parker, 1608 Catalina Dr., MurRogers, 1639 Farmer Ave., Mur- ray; William A. Keel, Almo;
The long holiday afforded us ray; Mrs. Kay Wood, 312 North Hermon 0, Barber, Rte. 6, Murgood time to get the yard mow- 12th St., Joe Rob Beale, Almo; ray:
ed, clipped, and otherwise in 0. B. Eldridge, Rte. 1, Almo;
DISMISSALS
the best shape it has been in all Mrs. Judy Warren & Baby Girl,
summer. It gets rather warm Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Margaret
mowing in 96 degree weather, L. Davis, General Del., Murray; Miss Louise Collie, Rte, 4,
so we made frequents halts ta Mrs. Paula J. Kerruish & Baby Benton:
drink copious amounts of Boy, Number 6 Kelly Apts. Sou"Awake", grapefruit juice, cold th 13th , Murray; Mrs. Annie
water, etc. We know you are Dickerson, Rte. 1, Almo; Cloyce
not supposed to drink cold li- Hopkins, Almo; Mrs. Daisy Hodquids when you are real hot, but ges, Rte, 3, Murray; Miss Ethel (Continued From Page One)
it did taste good.
Parker (To Cony.), 823 North Michigan doctoral candidate in
sociology who had been resear19th St., Murray:
We were not just perspiring, ae
ching the unsolved sex murders,
were sweating profusely.
died Sunday morning, 34 hours
after she was shot three times,
Looking out the window this ADULTS 71
twice in the head, at her apart- i
morning and a Quail comet; NEWBORN 5
ment. She never regained con- '
running across the back yard. JULY 4, 1969
sciousness. ,,
They can fly like crazy, but they
Krasny admitted late Sunday
also have a great ability at runpolice circulated a false report
ADMISSIONS
ning, cowering some distance in
that Miss Phillips had spoken 1
'
this manner.
Charles Haley, Dexter; Mrs. during her suspension betweer '
Frances Dailey, Hazel; Toy Gro- life and death at the hospital to
Danish Crackdown
oms, 410 South 10th, Murray; ry to force the killer to act.
Mrs. Anne Hodges, 205 Spruce "I wouldn't say there was no
On Narcotics
St.,
Murray; Mrs. Opal Hurt, action," Krasny said.
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Krasny and Washtenaw Couh
Rte,
Kirksey:
1,
government has appointmi
y Prosecutor William Delhey
man board to map a nationwide
efused to divulge the circumDISMISSALS
fight on narcotics use - ;among
tances of Bishop's arrest, other
persons under 25. Authorities
han to say the 5-foot-5, 131Anne
413
C.
Linden
Hodges,
said the • growing number of
ound man surrendered quietyouthful addicts are mostly Blvd., Brooklyn, New York; Mrs. ly.
Rte,
Murray;
1,
Perry,
Walter
hashish smokers but also include
Bishop, known locally as
Bonnie J.Hale, Rte. 4, Murray; 1
users of heroin and LSD.
b'Junior Bishop," was questiond intensively by police to deermine if any connection ci1111111■111111
WSW
■
1111111.111.21111111 BROWN SR MINIM i•
ted between the latest death
the six others which have
this university city and
nearby Ypsilanti into fear-ridden towns where girls go out at
night only in groups.
Received Telephone Tips
Krasny said the department
received telephone tips Saturday night and found fingerprints at Miss Phillips' apart•ment.
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• She was -slain shortly iittei
•
midnight Saturday morning,
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•
soon after she admitted a man
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into her apartment. A neighbor.
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MI or 11 minutes4Then shots. Miss
clad in blue
•
• hillip's body,
•
al lacks and a blouse, was found
•
•sprawled across a bed. Unlike
• - ALL TYPES HOUSEHOLD REPAIR •the previous victims, she was
•
III not sexually molested.
•
• "The assailant never intended
•
IN
•
her to live. He went to the
•
•apartmenj in order to kill her,"
•Krasny said. "The shots were
In fired from six or eight feet and
•
not random shots."
•they were
•
al Alice Kalom, 21, the 'lath
1111 victim, and Jane Mixer, who
•
was killed earlier this year, al•
•
so died of .22 caliber bullet
•
•wotmds tO the heed. They also
•
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